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forest fire by a land owner on his property.

Any fines paid
??

convicted violators of this law would be used to support state schools.-'·-

Laughton' s other recommendations were not enacted into law.
The next several sessions of the legislature were concerned with
matters that did not deal with the forests, except to establish the office of
Land Commissioner.

The operation of this new office will be described below.

State Senator Lesh introduced SB 213 in the 1895 legislature to create
a state forestry commission, but this bill was postponed by the Committee on
Irrigation and Arid Lands.

Outgoing Governor J. H• .McGraw told the jR97

legislature that a forest-fire patrol was needed and that punishment should
be provided for trespass.

He also recommended the establishment of a state

forestry commission to serve without pay, to work with the Land Commissioner.
A

forester should be on this new co!'lllllission and the members selected on

t·isan b as1s.
. 61.
b ipar

8

Respon6inp; to McGraw's sugp:estion, .'.>enator Lesh reintro-

duced his bill with a new nurnber, SB 188.

This ti~e it passed the senate,

but was defeated in the house 22 to 46.
The 1901 legislature enacted several laws that affected the forest
industries.

These laws provided for fines and prison terms for defacing lng

brands or destroying log booms.
both houses.

64 The votes for passage were unanimous in

The legislature also established the office of State Fire

Marshal• but made no mention of forest fires. 65
Fire Protection Laws -- Until 1902, the ler,islature of washinp-ton showed
concern for protection of commerce by protectint: log booms, legalizing brands,

02

Laws, 1891, Ch. CXXII.

63Gov. Hessap;es, 1897, p. 7.

64Laws, 1901, C~. X:J.V, XL, CXXIII.

65.lliE_., Ch. CLXII.

defining scalinf! practices, and attemptint; to influence lower railroad
freirht rates.

Forest fires were considered an act of trespass, something

for the individual to control.

As far as resource conservation was concerned,

oysters, bees, flowers, fish, and game animals were protected or regulated in
some fashion, but forest resources were not.

Then the 1902 fire season

occurred.
Fires in the forest were common.

Seattle newspapers had reported

smoke and haze from fires for decades, but 1902 was different; the whole
Northwest was srnokey.

66

The front page of the Seattle ~-Intelligencer

screamed,
Lives and property lost in disastrous forest fire•••• Flames • • •
are past control•••• Kl.ma [Washington] is endangered•••• Lives
lost in woods•••• Report of losses and suffering north of Aberdeen
•••• Day made night by dense smoke•••• Hl.ackened atmosphere frightens people of Astoria •••i Citizens of Tillamook [Oregon] leave
ev~rything to fight fire. ,)7
In Hoquiam the following week, forester Frank Lamb could not see well enough
68
· h orse a t nine
·
· the ~ornLng.
·
. th e smok e-cause d d ark ness t o ri. d e h is
1n
in

Al.most $9 million was lost in Washington, $4 million in Oregon, according to Bureau of Forestry reports. 69

The dry sprinr, had prevented spring

burning of logging slash, so that a great deal of fuel was left on the grou.'1.d
until fall.

This, coupled with a dry east wind and the usual amount of

{-'

,)CFor a more detailed account of the 1902 fire season, see Stewart H.
liolbrook, .Burning an empire: ~ story .2f. American forest fires (New York:
i.1aci•.iillan Co., 1943), Ch. 10.

67 seattle ~-Intelligencer, Sept. 12, 1902, p. 1.
68F

11 U
er
L am,
b 11We pioneers,
·
. .... , copy in Univerran.k a.
npubl.is h e d t ypescrip
sity of Washington Library, p. 143.

69Ticr.ber.r1an, Dec. 1902, p. 41.

87
carelessness, was the cause of this severe fire season.

The Timberman

commented:
The recent fires have demonstrated that the timber of Oregon
and Washington will burn when conditions are favorable, and unless
adequate laws are enacted, which will have a tendency to check
careless and irresponsible individuals from setting out fires, we
may look forward to a repetition of the recent conflagrations.
There is neither sense nor justice in attempting to disguise
these self-apparent facts, and if the owners of timber lands and
the people of Oregon and Washington in general, will awaken to a
realization of these dangers, and pass remedial laws, the lesson
learned by the 1902 fires will not have been too dearly bought.70
The following month, the Timberman requested stricter fire laws requiring
slash disposal and rewards for conviction of violatprs.

Lumberman 1Uex

Polson of Hoquiam advocated slash burning 71 and George H. Emerson, manager of
the Northwestern Lumber Company of Hoquiam, favored fire prevention in loggedoff lands in order to save residual reproduction. 72

The ~-Intelligencer

reported that the state legislature had been asked to take immediate steps to
stop forest fires.

The lumber industry was now prepared to fight for a

patrol law, which was supported by the Land Commissioner. 73
On

March 16, 1903, Governor Henry McBride signed into law HB 82, which

designated the State Land Commissioner as ex-officio forest fire warden and
all state forest cruisers as ex-officio wardens-at-large.

Provisions were

made for closure during hazardous seasons and for spark arrestors.74
law was passed almost unanimously in both houses.

This

Both Oregon and Washington

legislatures had passed forest fire laws in 190'j, but the Demoerntic p;ovarnor

70T.l.lll b erman, Oct. 1902, p.

5.

71 Timberman, Nov. 1902, p. 9.

72 Timberman, Dec. 1902, P• 9.
7 3seattle £2.il-Intelligencer, Nov. 26, 1902, p. 16.
74 Laws, 1903, Ch. 114.

in Oregon vetoed the product of the Republican ler,islature.

The Washington

legislature had largely copied its law from Oregon. 75
The 1903 law was not satisfactory because it delegated responsibility
to the counties to finance the fire patrols.

Counties were unable to mount

an organized fire campaign, which prompted lumbermen to ask the 1905 legislature for a state-wide organization supported with state funds. 76

George Long

of the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company coordinated the industrial plan; much
Weyerhaeuser timber had been threatened by the vast "Yacolt" fire of 1902 in
southwestern Washington.
Senate bill 246, introduced by Senator Rands of Clarke County in 1905,
provided for the preservation of forests by preventing and suppressing forest
fires, created a State Board of Forest Commissioners, and other substantial
regulations.

Burning permits were required, throwing away of burning mater-

ial was prohibited, and fire wardens had authority to commandeer individuals
to assist in suppression work. 77

The official account of the vote shows 58

to 13 in the house and 29 to 3 in the senate favoring passage.
opposition came from the li.p;htly-timbered counties in the east.

The only real
The three

senators who opposed were from Spokane and 10 of the l} opposed in the house
were from eastern Washington.
An unofficial report of this same legislative action cast a critical

light on official records.

Frank Lamb, the son-in-law of lumberman George

Emerson, had been assigned by the lumber industry to be its lobby in Olympia
during the 1905 session to :-ielp certain bills through :.he legislative maze.

?5,rimberrnan, Mar. 1903, p. 21.

??~, 1905, Ch. 164.

76 Lamb

'

p. 1 4(,).

89
'
According to Lamb, who offers this eyewitness account,
SB 246 had already

passed the senate,
• • • but the last day of the session came and the hour approached
twelve o'clock, the constitutional closing tL~e, and our forest
fire bill was quite a way down the house calendar. It looked like
we would lose out by a nose at the -finish line, but Joe Irving
[house sponsor of the bill] saved the day by jumping up on his
desk after the clock had been stopped at 11:55 and while pandemonium reigned in the chamber, secured the chair's recognition and
moved the forest fire bill be placed in passage. With the connivance of a reading clerk who did not read one word in ten, some
loud shouts of "Aye" from a few supporters, the chair ruled that
the bill was carried.78
Whether 58 members of the house were really in favor of this bill is lost to
history, but the new Board of Forest Commissioners came into existence and a
state organization supported by state appropriations began to tackle the
problem of forest fires.
Acknowledging the servi.ce Lamb rendered the lumber industry, the
Timberrran stated that
The lumbermen of Washington are under long and deep obligation
to Frank H. Lamb, of Hoquiam, secretary of the Northwest Loggers'
Association, for the splendid results attained in the passage of
the fire and right-of-way legislation. His marshaling of facts
and his convincing arguments in behalf of the measures in wh~ch he
was specially interested -- will live.79

In Harch, 1905, the Timberman coJ'llf'lented on the recently ended legislative session and accounted for the enactment of so many laws that the lumber
industry had supported.

"• •• [L]umbermen were in strong evidence in both

houses, any reasonable bill could be passed." 80

Besides creating the Eloard

of Forest Commissioners, the legislature passed two other laws that are
examples of the influence that the lu.l'Jlber industry wiehied.

79 Timberman, Har. 1905, p. 17.

Ln the senate,

90
Pott' s .SB 87 gave the La.nd Commissioner power to extend removal time on state
timber sales; Smith's SB 93 required railroad cars to be weighed separately
and at a standstill, and stakes were tare weight, not freight weight. 81
requirement forced the railroads to absorb the cost of hauling stakes.

This
In

the house many bills similar to those in the senate were introduced, but the
senate version was usually adopted.
The legislature did not pass everything the lumber industry wanted,
however.

Lumberman Veness introduced two bills in the senate:

sale of state timber lands to make the highest profit.
senate, but the house failed to take actio!'l..

one to permit

This bill passed the

Vene_ss' other bill would have

promoted reforestation of cut-over land; this too died in committee.

In the

house, McCoy sponsored a bill that would have taxed timber when sold separately from the land; after passing unanimously in the house, the tax bill
died in a senate committee.
Railroad Legislation and Lumbering -- In addition to enacting laws that dealt
directly with timber lands, the legislature was concerned with the means by
which lumber was moved to market.

Railroads were a source of both pleasure

and pain to the lun1bermen of Washington.

Although the railroad provided

vital transportation of products to eastern markets, it also charged more for
its services than local industries wished to pay.

This situation was not

unique to Washington and eventually the disputants called upon the ICC to
arbitrate.

In the meantime, local solutions were attempted in order to pro-

vide a method of regulatinf transportation for the advantage of local
industry.

17l

Private Forestr,l'. Associations
After 1902, lumbermen began a serious effort to protect their ti-~ber
la.nd against fire.

Several associations were formed to coordinate protection

efforts, but these groups were not satisfactory.

In January 1909, represen-

tatives of several lumber companies met in SpokAne and organized the Western
Assoc1a
. t·10n. 102
.
Fores t ry & Conserva t ion

This association was able to improve

relations between public a.nd private forestry in the Northwest as well as
provide a focus for industrial fire protecti.on programs.

Not limited only to

'
Washington, the association employed E.T. Allen,
until then a forester for

the Forest Service, to organize a full-time attack on fire.

Allen later

asserted that Washington had increased its protection appropriation from

$23,000 to $'38,000 because of the effective influence of his association. 103
Perhaps this increase was caused by being shamed by industrial efforts; while
the State of Washington spent $33,000 on forest protection in :1911, the 1 umber
industry spent $207,00o.

104

Allen developed into an important industrial spokesman 105 and for the
next several decades his speeches on a varlety of problems were printed in

lumber trade journals.

In 1911, Allen authored a sli~ Gook that attempted to

explain the application of conservation principles.

106

rfe

presented

a

we&l th

10 2western Forestry & Conservation Association, Fortx vears 2f. !festerr
forestry: ~ history .2f. lli_ movement !.?. consorve forest resources ~ coo1wr:-t~ effort, 1909-1949 (Portland, Ore.: \fostern Forestry \" Cor,.sf•rvatinn
Association, 1949), p. A.
104
103 Timberman,
.
Apr. 1911, p. 32D.
Timberman, Dec. 1911, pp. 21, 2(.
105

charles 3. Cowan, "Forest protection comes under the microscope,"
forest l-l..i.story, II (Winter, 1959), pp. ['3-14].

106 E. T. Allen, Practical forestry in the Pacific Northwest (Portland,
Ore.: ~~astern Forestry & Conservation x;s~ation, 1911).

~:l

Al.so, civilians must fight fires when called.·- ·

c·:i:ore impor-

tant, and the result of much pressure Ly the lumber industry, a compulsory
fire patrol law was passed 33 to O and '7'3 to ?.
forest land owner to provide protection.

This law required each

In eastern Washington, Forest

Service patrols were considered adequate.

Ch

the west side of the Cascades,

a tax of 5 cents per acre per year was paid to the state to provide the
needed protection.

If the forest land owner was a rne!llber of an industrial

protection association, he was exempt from tr.a tax.

The law also required a

land owner to begin suppressing fires on his own land without waiting for
instructions from the State Forester. 62

Owners of large tracts of forests

had been protecting their la':ld from fires for years, and in effect protectinF
other adjacent lands.

r;ow all fore st land would be nrotected and the cost

spread among all the owners.

Lri 1903, the state levislature had responded to ir.dustrial pressures
ar:d en::i.cted

:J.

weak fL·e-prot.,ction law.

The law provod inadoquat(~ and in

1905 a substantially stronger fire law was passed.

Now in 1917, just 12 or

14 years after the tL'llber land owners oega.n showing a determination to

protect their property from fire, a state-1,,'ide, mandatory require!Tlent
appeared that forced all forest land owners to actively contribute to the
protection effort.

It would seem that when the industry presented its case

to the legislature, the lec;islators, after deliberat:i.on, responded favorably.

f: 1-· _
Laws, 1917, Ch. 31.

-

621_b1•;4., ,.,h
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THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AND
FORESTRY ON THE QUINAULT INDIAN RESERVATION:
A HISTORY

Robert E. Ficken, Ph,Q
Elmo R. Richardson~ PhD
Harold K. Steen~ Ph.~

The Forest History Society, Santa Cruz, California
in Cooperation with
The U.S. Department of Justice

1971

141

therein:

timber prices, timber sales, consultation with

the Indians by BIA, and alternative means of providing
sustained income to allottees.

Although various critics

of federal Indian policy assumed that the BIA was "selling
out" Quinault interests to exploiters of the public domain,
Neuberger meant only to prod the BIA to consider more
equitable, efficient methods.

At the hearings, Claude Wain

sourly charged the government agency with raising stumpage
rates by 30 percent as soon as the hearings were announced.
Malcolm Mcq'~od, a Seattle lawyer specializing in Indian
claims, described as unfair the fact that allottees paid\
the 10 percent charge even after surrendering their powers~
• ?

of attorney to the bureau.'

Officials of the Rayonier and

Aloha Companies not only denied alleged price discrepencies
but insisted that their contracts were far from being
bargains.

Because of the multitude of federal requirements

they had to meet, the contracts had proved to be burdensome
arrangements.

An expert from the GAO reported on the

results of an audit of the BIA begun in 1952 and extended
to the Portland Area office in 1956.

He said that the

bureau had undervalued Indian timber, had not employed
proper appraisal or scaling methods, and had failed to
correlate its ratios with other federal timber agencies.
Although the subcommittee members included Jackson
of Washington, who had first expressed concern for the

';)
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INTRODUCTION

The Quinault Indian Reservation occupies a 190,000
acre wedge of land on the ocean side of the Olympic Peninsula
in northwestern Washington.

On the east, the reservation

borders on Lake Quinault in the foothills of the Olympic Range.
Boundary lines run northwesterly and southwesterly across bench
lands, reaching the Pacific Ocean above the mouth of the Queets
River on the north and some miles above Grays Harbor on the south.
The Olympic National Forest and state timberlands border the
reservation to the north and east, and private holdings adjoin
it to the south and north.

With the exception of its extreme

northwestern reaches, the reservation lies within Grays Harbor
County and is closely aligned with the forest-oriented economy
of that county.
The reservation is drained by the fairly large Quinault
and Queets rivers, by the smaller Raft and Moclips rivers, and
by numerous small creeks.

Drainage, however, is very poor

because of the saturation of the soil by heavy rains.

"We have

the greatest rainfall in the United States," a Bureau of Indian
Affairs official noted in 1911, "the maximum fall being a little

2

over thirteen . . . feet annually.

With the exception of the

months of July and August, there is hardly a day in the year
but what some trace of precipitation can be found, and during
the months named, there is an increasing conflict between Sun
and fog, 111

A Forest Service study found that "along the coast

the average annual rainfall is usually above 80 inches, and in
. At Lake Quinault
2
the annual average is approximately 1J0 inches."
i1

some years has exceeded 100 inches.

.

. (I)~~

Most of the timber on the reservation is ceda~ and
hemlock.

Forty-eight percent of the original forest consisted
-✓

of the former and 26 percent
of the latter;
only eight per---.cent
'--.
.,__
3
of the timber was Douglas fir.
"The timber," reservation
.

superintendent N. 0. Nicholson reported in 1930, "is a jungle of
tall trees, windfalls, deep duff, brush growing on old windfalls
and much of the ground is marshy because of the holding back of
the runoff from the abundant rains. 114 What one observer called
"a solid wall or mat of vegetation" confronted those persons
<-,cl-{L \ :.Z.., ~
5
interested in o*ploiting the resources of the reservation.
'-,..__::·~-

1

-------

F. R. Archer to Wesley L. Jones, May 11, 1911,
Wesley L. Jones Papers, Manuscripts Collection, University of
Washington Library, Seattle 4i l)... ( 1) e..-F. Ex. 4 - I),
2
William S. Sankela, Forest Statistics for (rayJ
Harbor County, Washington (Portland, 19J8) , 2 f.H ~) {).( . ex. H- 2.).
3Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925--Quinaielt
Indian Reservation, Tahola Indian Agency Records, Record Group
75, Federal Records Center, Seattle (H-J).
4 N. 0. Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
November 24, 1930, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4).
5Archer to Jones, May 11, 1911, Jones Papers (H-1).

J

Exploitation was further hindered by the lack of roads.
Before 1920, there were no wagon roads or railroads on the
reservation and communications were limited to forest trails.
Even these trails, Nicholson noted, "have mostly been neglected
and are now obstructed by brush growth and windfalls. 116 Indians
residing in Tahola at the mouth of the Quinault River, then the
location of the Indian agency, used the beach to reach Moclips,
south of the reservation boundary, where the tracks of the
w~ offered access to the outside world. 7
Northern Pacific Rail~

By 1920, though, the reservation was on the verge of being
opened up and loggers would soon be at wor¼ in the vast Quinault
forests.

6

Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
November 24, 19J0, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4).

7Archer to Jones, May 11, 1911, Jones Papers (H-1).

ONE

ALLOTMENT WORK ON THE QUINAULT

The Quinault Indian Reservation originated from and
developed under a series of federal treaties, regulations and
legislative acts.

In the treaty of 1855 and 1856, mandated

by Governor Isaac Stevens of Washington Territory, the Quinaults
ceded their lands to the United States government.

zl

Subse-

quently, an executive order issued by President Ulysses S.
Grant in 1873 established the reservation for the use of the
Quinault, Quillayute, Hoh and other tribes- of 'fish eating"

Cf1

,...~-~12~.~::.,~-~f .-,~.,:___~__:::::.al region ·J Some years passed before federal
land use policies were adopted for Indian reservations.
/

Jm.e.

t,1t-11{--u.,,.,_+t

·typically for t h e ~ century, when Congress adopted a land
policy, it saw land either as agricultural or non-agricultural.
Congress had recognized mineral lands, but forest lands were
considered uncleared agricultural land.

This restricted view

t'1tu<;r.(

of land use cas~ed. serious problems for some timbered reservations like the Quinault.
1

~n Stevens, see Kent Richards, "Isaac I. Stevens and
Federal Military Power in Washington Territory," Pacific
Northwest Quarterly, LXIII(July 1972), 81-86 (H-5),

5
The General Allotment( or Dawes) Act of 1887 provided
for the granting of 80 or 160 acre allotments to individual
Indians for the purposes of agriculture or grazing.
+.,v.t..,h1 - 0~~

After the

passage o f ~ years, allottees would receive title to their
land.

(Legislation in 1906 provided for a waiver of this

waiting period if an allottee was adjudged "competent" to
handle his or her own affairs.)

The goal of the Dawes Act

was to "civilize" the Indians by drawing them away from their
traditional culture and making them farmers.

In the process,

the dependence of the Indians on the federal government would
be ended and they would be assimilated into white culture.
)

Also, much Indian land would be made available to white settlers,
a point emphasized with favor by Governor Eugene Semple of
Washington Territory at the time the Dawes Act was adopted.9
The capacity of the Quinaulta to make the desired
transition did not impress white observers.

"In point of

intelligence," one writer noted, "they do not compare favorably
2 fipaul W. Gates, History of Public Land Law Development (Washington, D.C., 1968), 4b4 (H-161); Alan Hynding,
The Public Life of Eupene Semple: Promoter and Politician
of the Pacific Northwest (Seattle, 1973), 77-78 (H-162).
Indian lands not allotted were to be made available for
purchase by whites. This provision, combined with the
granting of fee patents, often meant that large portions of
reservation land passed into white ownership. See Ross R.
Cotroneo and Jack Dozier, "A Time of Disintegration: The
Coeur d'Alene and the Dawes Act," Western Historical Quarterly,
V(0ctober 1974), 405-419 (H-163). By 1934, Indian landholdings
had fallen from 138 million acres to 48 million acres. Randolph
C. Downes, "A Crusade for Indian Reform, 1922-1934," Mississippi
Valley Historical Review, XXXII(December 1945), 332 (H-164).

6

with other tribes of Washington Territory.

They are indolent,

uncleanly, wanting in ambition, and for the most part unable
to understand any enterprise that would benefit them financially.
They are not satisfied to look forward to a crop in the fall as
.
. th e spring.
t.ime. "lO
a result of sowing
in

The Dawes Act was

meant to inculcate such an appreciation in the minds of Indians
who had subsisted for centuries on fishing.
The granting of allotments to members of the Quinault
tribe was authorized in 1905,

Members of the Quillayute, Hoh,

and 0zette tribes were included in 1911Jand the.Bureau of
Indian Affairs was further authorized in 1913 to grant reservation lands to Clallam, Cowlit~ and Squaxon Indians. 11 The
carrying out of the allotment process on the reservation,
however, proved to be tedious and ultimately based on fallacious
theory.
Allotment work on the Quinault was slow and expensive.
"The conditions or obstacles encountered in making allotments
in this part of Western Washington,". allotting agent Finch
Archer o'oserved, "beggars description.

To know and understand

10
c. Willoughby, Indians of the Quinaielt Afenc;,
Washington Territory (Washington,D.~ 1889), 267H-1 5).
11
Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6); C. J. Hawke to Jones, March 13,
1913, Jones Papers (H-7),

7
the Quinaielt country, one must go there. 1112

Roads had to

be constructed to allow the surveying and making of allotment
boundaries.

"These roadways have first to be slashed," Archer

noted, "the logs and brush removed, and--owing to the heavy
rainfall, stringers cut and placed on the ground, then planked
with corduroy, and the planks spiked down to the stringers."
And bridges had to be bu1lt across the numerous reservation
streams.

"Very often," continued Archer, "these watercourses,

after but a few hours of heavy rainfall, become swollen torrents,
carrying away bridges and portions of the planked roads, thus
necessitating re-construction of parts of these roads several
times during the year. 1113 The strain on men, pack animals and
equipment was severe.
The work could also be dangerous.

On one occasion in

early 1912, Archer, B,I.A. officials Charles Bates and Solomon
Metcalf and two Indian guides were traveling down the Quinault
River when their canoe capsized.

"Metcalf caught a snag in

the river,"·according to a newspaper account, "while Archer
and one Indian reachieV the closest bank and the other Indian
the other shore.

Archer saw in the distance another jam and

knew unless some one rescued Bates iwho could not swim and was
clinging to the overturned canoy, he would be drowned, as the

12 Are h er to Comm1ss1oner
. .
.
Affairs, December
o f I n d ian
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).
13 Archer to Jones, May 11, 1911, Jones Papers (H-1).

8

swift water would carry him under the logs.

He called to the

Indian on the opposite bank to save Bates, and the native
quickly started down the bank and by a stroke of luck caught
the canoe in the oend of the river, as it swung towards shore,
and hauled Bates ashore."

In the meantime, Archer had rescued
e ca•lf "b y means o f a l ong a ld er po l e. 1114
Mt
Despite such hazards, the laying out of the ~llotments

e,.,..-;,JJ~~ ..
went forward and the Indians began to receive their ff a cre
0

'

portions, the latter having been designated as "the proper
number of acres for allotment purposes on the Quinaielt reservation.1115

The government made little or no effort to determine

the eligibility of potential allottees.

''The percentage of

Indian blood has no bearing," Assistant Commissioner of Indian
Affairs C. F. Hawke pointed out in 1912, "enrollment with the
tribes having rights on the reservation being the sole prerequisite to allotment."

The council of each tribe could

adopt new members and although the Bureau had the right to void
)

~
./

x

\ \'.;

J

i

.

1

such decisions it r2.rely did so.

"The wishes of the Indians

expressed in counci 1," Hawke noted, "have always received due
consideration."

None of the enrolled tribes was to receive

14Newspaper clipping, Jones Papers (H-9). Senator
Wesley Jones of Washington observed that the incident "shows
the wisdom of the officials here in selecting men who can
take care of themselves in our mountain streams as well as to
blaze and hold trails through the forest." Jones to Archer,
February 20, 1912, Jones Papers (H-10).
15 charles H. Burke to Jones, August 15, 1928, Jones
Papers (H:-11).

9

special treatment in the distribution of allotments, but "any
Indian who has erected improvements on a particular piece of
land or otherwise used it, would be entitled to select the
tract as his allotment. 1116
Allotment agent Archer stressed the government's desire
to make farmers out of the Indians when it came to the actual
granting of land.

Although the reservation was heavily timbered,

he contended that it possessed great potential for agriculture.
"The soil along the river bottoms," Archer observed, "is of a
rich alluvial character or silty deposit, on the upper lands
those of an agricultural character are a black beaver mold or
loam and are excellent when cleared for farming purposes."
Where cultivation had been attempted, Archer found that "the
soil shows extraordinary fertility."

Two-thirds of the reser-

vation, he concluded, was "specially fitted for agricultural
purposes" and could be so utilized once the timber, which to
him was an extraneous feature, was removed.

A sixth of the

reservation, moreover, was adaptable for grazing. 17
Indians were discouraged from choosing allotments on
land not suitable for such usage.

"They were mostly given

lands that were at least in part suitable for agricultural
purposes," Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles H. Burke
16

Hawke to Jones, March 8, 1912, Jones Papers (H-12).

1 7Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).

10
wrote in 1928, "and we are advised that the Allotting Agent
declined to allot the heavily timbered lands during the first
years of his work." 18 Should an Indian select land, noted
Archer, that was "found to be more valuable for the timber
thereon than for agriculture, the applicant was so informed,
and was allowed to make other selections until satisfactory
acreage was gotten. .. 19 Most of these early allotments went to
Indians living in Tahola and nearby areas, resulting in considerable complaints when allotments more heavily timbered were
later given to persons living off the reservation. 20
Each Indian was allowed to choose his or her own
allotment, which could be selected from any portion of the
reservation.

Archer claimed that "every effort was made" to

show allottees their selections "so that there could exist no
reasonable grounds for future misunderstanding."

Only about

20 peCcent of the Indians, however, had taken the trouble to
personally visit their allotments.

Still, Archer believed that

he was making progress in his efforts to lead the Indians
toward an understanding of the benfits of farming. 21
18 Burke to Jones, August 15, 1928, Jones Papers (H-

!1)

19Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).
20
Burke to Jones, August 15, 1928, Jones Papers (H-

ll).

21 Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).

11
J. P. Kinney, Bureau of Indian Affairs forest director.,
visited the reservation for the first time in 1910 and was
appalled at Archer's literal application of the Dawes Act
philosophy.

"Heavily timbered lands that appeared to be poorly

adapted to any agricultural use," Kinney later recalled, "were
being allotted. 1122 Archer, Kinney remembered on another
occasion, was "alloting timber that would run anywhere from
twelve to thirty thousand board feet to the acre; the land
was not fit for agriculture and never would be. 1123 The Dawes
Act did not specifically provide for allotment of lands unsuited
for farming or grazing, Kinney noted.

But "because of the

cupidity of the Indians and mistaken ideas on the part of
alloting agents, timbered allotments have in many instances
been assigned. 1124
Returning to the nation's capital, Kinney "presented
my views as to the impropriety of allotting lands of this
character. 1125 It made no sense at all to handle timberland
as

tk.t/,'i-=,

UY'

it was destined to be farmland, to overlook the value of
A

22 J. P. Kinney to William B. Greeley, April J, 1929,
Merrill & Ring Lumber Company Papers, Manuscripts Collection,
University of Washington Library (H-1J).
23 J. P. Kinney with Elwood R. Maunder and George T.
Morgan, Jr., "An Oral History Interview: 'Beginning Indian
Lands Forestry,'" Forest History, XV(July 1971), 1J (H-166).
24
on
J. P. Kinney, "Forestry ~ Indian Reservations,"
Forestry Quarterly, X(September 1912), 471-472 (H-167).
2
5Kinney to Greeley, April J, 1929, Merrill & Ring
Lumber Company Papers (H-1J).

12
the present resource in anticipation of a future resource
not really suited to the reservation.

The problem was to

administer "these lands in such manner as to fully maintain
~ (• t::.... ,. Q
their value as nationnl resources without impairing the private
property interests of the owners and without interfering with
the verry important task of developing habits of industry and
economic independence among the Indians. 1126 His views were
"repeatedly presented," Kinney recalled.

"Eventually others

took the same position and the allotting work was discontinued. 1127
Allotment of land on the reservation came to an end in 191_4,
despite Archer's insistence that it was unfair to those
~•t·1fh1
28
Indians who had yet to receive their 8ei- acres.
Archer had argued that the reservation was well-suited
for farming, "assuming the timber to be removed therefrom, 1129
But that was a rather large assumption, considering the dense
forest that covered the reservation and the fact that the
climate inhibited the use of cleared land for agriculture or

26 J. P. Kinney, "Forestry Administration on Indian
Reservations," Journal of Forestry, XIX(December 1921), 836
(H-168).
27Kinney to Greeley, April J, 1929, Merrill & Ring
Lumber Company Papers (H-1J).
28
Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).
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29 Archer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
11, 1912, Jones Papers (H-6).

1J
grazing.

"It is very difficult to keep cleared lands fit for

pasture," N. 0. Nicholson pointed out in 19J0, "as they revert

c..J

easily and rapidly to brake;\ ferns and inedible brush and
eventually to timber land."JO

The Quinault Reservation was not

a farm but a forest, and, Nicholson stressed, "the land
has no real value for any other purpose. 1131
Those individuals acquainted with forestry recognized
that the allotment system was incompatible with the best usage
of the reservation's resources.

~_t .. ({t-,~
~

William B. Greeley, former

of the Forest Service, observed in 1929 that "individual

allotments have practically the same status as private holdings
within the reservation."

They could well prevent, Greeley

believed, the "orderly utilization of Indian Reservation timber
land as a whole in line with the most desirable economic policy, 3 2
11

J. P. Kinney was convinced that "the completion of allotments
to the Indians on a reservation often does not satisfy the
economic needs of the group as to land ownership."JJ
The decision to drop the allotment work was thus a practical
step, one that would limit the damage done by Archer's
30 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
November 24, 1930, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4).
3 1 Nicholson to E. Morgan Price, December 31, 1930,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-14).
32 Greeley to R, D. Merrill, April 8, 1929, Merrill
Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-15),
33Kinney, "Forestry Administration on Indian
Reservations," 843 (H-168).

&

14
enthusiastic but misguided efforts.

B.I.A. officials, moreover,

34

believed that their decision did not violate the Dawes Act ..
"The law under which the land suitable for grazing or agri-

cultural purposes was allotted," Assistant Commissioner E. B.
Merritt argued, "does not specifically provide for the allotment
of the timber land."

Since "all the land suitable for grazing

or agricultural purposes has been disposed of," further allotcf,d 1wt
-t;;
ments need 88!ii be made. 35 The problem facing the B.I.A. was to
I\

/'I

~

develop new policies for Quinault, policies to meet requirements
I\

not envisioned by the drafters of the Dawes Act.
In order to devise and apply such policies it was
necessary to know how much timber was on the reservation.
The work of cruising and preparing a topographic map began in

1915, the results of which, Kinney recalled, "we hoped to use
as a basis for future forestry work on the Quinaielt." 36 The
survey work, Kinney wrote, contemplated "the making of a fairly
accurate estimate of the timber on each forty-acre tract, the

34Kinney, "Forestry on Indian Reservations," 471 (H35 E. B. Merritt to Jones, May 15, 1915, Jones Papers
(H-16). Writing in 1927, Indian Commissioner Burke noted an
additional practical objection to the allotment of timberland:
"Data on hand showed that it would be impossible to allot the
lands in such a manner as to give each eligible Indian an
allotment containing timber of an approximate equal value. It
was realized that one Indian would receive land with valuable
timber on it, while some other Indian would be compelled to
receive an allotment of little or no timber value." Burke to
Miller, Wilkinson and Miller, June 10, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-17),

36Kinney to Greeley, April 3, 1929, Merrill
Lumber Company Papers (H-13).

&
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15
acquisition of reliable information as to the character of
soil on each forty and the gathering of data for an accurate
contour map of each reservation examined. 1137
completed in 1917,

The cruise was

Unfortunately, its accuracy soon became a

matter of some controversy.
The cruise drastically underestimated the timber on
some allotments.

Quinault forest .iiupervisor Henry B. Steer

reco~d two such instances in 1923, related to him by W. G.
Peebles of the Polson Logging Company.

On one allotment, the

government cruise had shown "practically no timber," or some
bl)M'.A
~ thousand feet of cedar and pine.
Yet, Steer noted, "Mr.
I\

Peebles informed me that he found in excess of one million feet
of cedar on the South one half of this allotment."

The govern-

ment cruiser had also found a small amount of timber on the
second allotment.

"While Mr. Peebles did not give me the

definite amount of timber which he found on this allotment, he
did state that it was very much in excess of this Government
cruise. 1138
In other instances the government figures overestimated
the timber.

B. J. Wooster of the Aloha Lumber Company pointed

out that the report of his company's cruiser was "in every
37Kinney, "Forestry Administration on Indian
Reservations," BJB-839 (H-168).
38Henry B. Steer to W. B. Sams, February 20, 1923,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-18).

16
instance but one . . . underrunning the Government cruise . .
. . This unit being cruised by Mr. Mccutcheon shows approximately
one-half the Government cruise."

A man named Bidwell, who had

worked on the 1915-1917 project, told Wooster that "he would
consider the Government figures approximately a close guess,
but nothing more. 1139

Paul Smith of the M. R, Smith Lumber

Company agreed with Wooster's assessment.

His own cruise of

two allotments purchased in 1920, he commented, "will average
40% less than the reservation cruise. 1140
The discrepancies resulted from the methods used by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in its cruise.

"We used what is

called the strip system, the inaccuracies of which are well
known," Steer recalled.

"A 'commercial' cruiser covers the

ground a great deal more thoroughly than did the man who used
the strip system for the government. 1141 Cruiser Bidwell had
stated, Wooster wrote, "that he knows of instances, particularly
C (µ,N.. 4-r~_]

where a 40 was generally looked at from the top of a ridge, the
A

next 40 being approximated as containing less or more than that
39 B. J. Wooster to M. R. Smith Lumber & Shingle Co.,
September JO, 1920, Aloha Lumber Company Papers, Manuscripts
Collection, University of Washington Library (H-19),
40 Paul Smith to Wooster, October 8, 1920, Aloha
Lumber Company Papers (H-20).
41
Steer to Sams, February 20, 192.3, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-18).

17
just looked at." 42

The government cruise, it was clear, was

at best an approximation for the reservation as a whole and a
basically unreliable guide to the resources of the individual
allotments.
This fact was not regarded with any great concern by
either the B.I.A. or the private lumbermen.

Cruise reports

were usually regarded in the lumber industry as estimates and

r..,J.,.t

)

the person or organization making the cruise was not liable for
/\

its accuracy.

"It wasn't the policy to estimate the timber

stand on various allotments as a 100% estimate," Quinault
superintendent George La Vatta pointed out in the mid-1940s.
As long as the ultimate sale price was based on a recruise or
scale of logs cut, there was "no cause for alarm. 1143 Kinney
4
2wooster to Smith Lumber Co., September JO, 1920,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-19). "The strip system is
used," J. P. Kinney wrote, "two strips, each two chains wide
being run through each forty, except where the stand of timber
is both light and uniform and the surface practically level,
where a single strip two chains wide may be run. Base lines
are first run two miles apart and the stations (two for each
forty) marked, and all elevations carefully recorded. The
cruise strips are then run through the forties at right angles
to the base lines from station to station. Box compasses with
two and one-half needles are found satisfactory and distance
are /jii} determined by a two-chain steel tape. Differences
in elevation along cruise strips are determined by a six-inch
Abney hand level graduated to read differences in per cent of
a slope. The topographic compassmen do not attempt to draw
accurate contour lines in the field but aim to represent the
surface accurately by form lines and the location of the
contours is determined by the draftsmen from the Abney readings
as corrected by the transit station elevations." Kinney,
"Forestry Administration on Indian Reservations," 8.39 (H-168).
43 George P. La Vatta to August Cloquet, October 31,
1946, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-21).

18
maintained that "the timber estimates . . . are sufficiently
accurate for all sales in which the amount actually cut is the
basis for payment." 44 The final price was determined by factors
other than the 1915-1917 cruise, and thus its unreliability
seemed not to be a great hazard.

Noting the divergent figures,

B. J. Wooster observed that "in the long run, it might not make
any difference.

1145

----·-"

Still, there were some potential problems,..&:such as··- ..
lack of confidence in the ability of the Indians to understand
the significance of technical information~at had to· be ....
., .. --~' .
. -·
(zuarded agains1_,f" A number of Indians were requesting the
•• -,,.•-··
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cruise figures for their allotments, requests which the B.I.A.
officials were reluctant to meet.

"While a white man of

intelligence, and rarely an Indian, may understand that the
estimate of his timber is an approximation only," Steer argued,
"and that the actual scale of timber cut from a certain description
of land may either over or under run an estimate, the majority
of Indians, when they have in their possession the government
cruise of their timber will believe, if the actual amount of
timber cut from their allotment is less than the estimated
amount, that they have been defrauded, and no amount of
44Kinney, "Forestry Administration on Indian
Reservations," 839 (H-168).

4 5wooster to Smith Lumber Co., September JO, 1920,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-19),

19
explanation will change their opinion. 1146
Other problems involved the income received by allottees
for their timber.

Lumbermen purchasing timber from Indians

holding fee patents offered prices based upon their opinion
of the cruise's accuracy.

"It does appear to us very dangerous,

11

observed Wooster, "to pay on anywhere near full stumps.ge value
based on the Government cruise. 1147 Paul Smith, keeping in
,..--..,.

mind that his own cruises revealed a 40 pet_yent government
overrun, promised to "make my offers accordingly in any cases
where I make an offer without having a reliable cruiser
examine the allotment first. 1148 When applications for fee patents
were considered, forest ~upervisor Steer urged that "wherever
there is_ any question of doubt as to the stand of timber on the
same, that the application . . . be delayed until the allotment
Alt-~+~+~ ~ul... ~ J
in question can be recruised." 4 9 Nr'he cruise, as we shall see,
had an impact on the size of the initial payments received by
allottees when the B.I.A. began selling timber units in the
1920s.

/~vi t,,.J~N J
E~s the government

cruise was designed to facilitate

46 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January
2J, 1923, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-22).
47 wooster to Smith Lumber Co., September JO, 1920,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-19),
48 smith to Wooster, October 8, 1920, Aloha Lumber
Company Papers (H-20).
49 steer to Sams, February 20, 1923, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-18).

20
the management of unallotted Quinau~t timber as tribal
property, not to guide the sale of

e..vf~ @!S

acre mini-forests.

"It

was with this end in view that a substantial sum was expended
on the cruise and topographic map," Kinney pointed out. 50

The

B.I.A. had adopted a policy more in keeping with the reality

~.~.

of the reservation than the theory behind the Dawes Act.

That

A

policy, however, , could not be implemented as envisioned by
Kinney.
As Finch Archer had predicted, those Indians who had
not received land prior to the cessation of allotment work in
1914 felt that they had been cheated by the government.

They

r-J.,-

chafed under the efforts of the B.I.A. to treat Quinault as an
A

exception to the Dawes Act.

"Several Indians were dissatisfied

with the policy of conserving timber as a tribal asset," Commissioner Burke later observed, "and brought suit to compel the
allotting of the land, together with the timber thereon, to
individual Indians qualified to receive an allotment. 5 1 A
11

case was brought in Tacoma federal court in the name of Tommy
Payne, a member of the Quillayute tribe, and in January 1922
Judge Edward Cushman ruled in Payne's favor.

The Interior

Department, Cushman declared, could not refuse to grant allot-

5°Kinney to Greeley, April J, 1929, Merrill & Ring
Lumber Company Papers (H-1J).
5 1 Burke to Miller, et al., June 10, 1927, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-17).

21 ·

ments under its interpretation that the Dawes Act did not
authorize the allotting of timberlands.
l(.,;,

In April 1924 the Supreme Court sustained Cushman's
A

de.cision and allotment work was resumed, creating, in Kinney's
view, "a condition which made a conservative management of the.
forest practically impossible."

This observation was a reiteration

of his long-held view of the disadvantages of allotments on
the Quinault Reservation:

"It was apparent that allotment was

the first step in the passing of the land into white ownership,
if it had any possibilities other than the growing of timber,
and thus allotment would almost certainly lead to a division of
title that would make the administration of all surrounding
forest land difficult."

Further, Kinney observed in 1929, "the

greater part of the timberland on the reservation" was allotted
as a result of the Payne case . .This amounted, according to his
estimate, to more than two-thirds of the Quinault timber.

He

believed that breaking the reservation into small tracts of
diverse ownership "would tend to depreciate the value of the
different logging units by destruction of compactness and an
increase in the development cost of each thousand feet of
timber available to the purchaser in the development cost of

22
the timber that remained in a restricted status. 1152

The court

decision prevented the working out of a national B,I.A. timber
policy and r2aised severe problems for the management of the
reservation, a situation that Burke contended "has been brought
about by the Indians themselves. 1153

~,

The resumption of allotment work militated against
sound forestry,Aagainst the practical policies devised by
Kinney and others to meet the particular circumstances of the
Quinault Reservation.

Rather than managing one forest, the

Bureau would have to manage a myriad of forests, with all that
development implied for efficient management.

Once again a

theory incompatible with reality had been raised up to
• {J..
C, ( I··u
rn,..,,_1

confront those who had the spmewlr6t • ~ responsibility of
reconciling the former with the latter.

The problems posed

by the allotment system would become even more clear as fullscale exploitation of Quinaul t timber got underway in the ~{\ I~ ws ..
5 2Kinney to Greeley, April 3, 1929, Merrill & Ring
Lumber Company Papers (H-13); J. P. Kinney, Indian Forest and
Range: A History of the Administration and Conservation of
The Redman's Heritage7'Washington, D.C., 1950), 241-242 (H1b9); J.P. Kinney, A Continent Lost--A Civilization Won:
Indian Land Tenures in America (Baltimore, 1937), 2687"H"='
170). - 53 Burke to Miller, et al., June 10, 1927, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-17). The impact of the decision,
Kinney later recalled, "was very disastrous." Kinney with
Maunder and Morgan, "'Beginning Indian Lands Forestry,'" 13
(H-166) . "These lands," the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
reported, "are generally entirely unfitted for agricultural
use and the only means by which the allottees can secure any
benefit from the allotments consists in the sale of timber."
U.S. Department of Interior, Annual Report of the Commissioner
Of Indian Affairs, ~ . 13 (H-171).
- --
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early 1920s.
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THE NINETEEN-TWENTIES

The Quinault Indian Reservation occupied a significant
portion of the four million acres on the Olympic Peninsula,
and the Peninsula was, by the twentie~, one of t h e @ grea~
fj.)($

I {,_, •' J f:_;_ ,.

s-J...;:6, •

unutilized stands of timber in the United Staters.

Its opening

up promised to benefit many people and interests, from loggers
to all those residents of Washington dependent in some fashion
on the timber industry,

The industry accounted for two-thirds

of the state's payroll and tax collections.~ Washington was
the largest lumber producer in the nation, a position it had
held since the turn of the century.

Within the state, Grays

Harbor was the leading county in terms of lumber output and
value of standing timber.

The lumber industry provided two-

thirds of the county's tax revenue~,½

Harbor lumbermen looked

~on~t~ north to the reservation for the raw material that would

'~Memorandum of the Timber Situation in the State of
Washington Submitted to Vice-President Charles G. Dawes by
Governor Roland H. Hartley, 1925, Roland H. Hartley Papers,
Washington State Archives, Olympia (H-2J),
'1-MPamphlet, Victor H. Beckman, "Value of Western
Washington's Lumber Industry," J-5, copy in Hartley Papers
(H-24).
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allow them to maintain this position.
The 1920s were dominated by Republican administrations
in the nation's capital, administrations whose pro-business
philosophy was reflected throughout the federal bureaucracy,
including the B.I.A.

warren Harding had promised a return to

normalcy in the campaign of 1920, a retreat from the idealism
and the allegedly stifling bureaucracy of the Wilson Administration.

Calvin Coolidge was supposed to have said that the

business of America was business, a statement that while perhaps
apocryphal symbolized the spirit of the times.

1

ThQ ~overnmQRt

p-os-s·±bre--~··•·· ·:fneeme--ta-K"-i::ates ~ .e.spe.c.i.,al..l-y,,--i-&··t:ne-,-··ttr,per brcrc-k~·-es-;·

\"' '11'' - ' \ ,...,..._.,1,~ . ~ . One of the great political battles of the
decade revolved around the government's attempt to sell its dam
and nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals, Alabama, facilities that
later formed the nucleus of the Tennessee Valley Authority.

The

dominant view that the duty of the government was to encourage
business through cooperative programs was reflected as well in
the timber management policies of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 56
For all practical purposes, noted the B.I.A. forest
report for 1925, "the only forestry activity on the Quinaielt

56

Indians were not ignored when it came to the scandals
perpetrated by some members of the Harding Administration.
Interior Secretary Albert Fall, better known for his involvement
in the Teapot Dome affair, engaged in an effort to extinguish
Indian land titles in New Mexico.
See Kenneth Philp, "Albert B.
Fall and the Protest from the Pueblos, 1921-23," Arizona and the
West, XII (Autumn 1970), 237-254 (H-172).
An excellent example

25a
L

.,,~u,.t_:r.t..:.i ·l rt itt>vr.

o f t ~ cooperative philosophy~is the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924
(43 Stat 653), which reflected a rejection of federal regulation
of logging on private lands in favor of cooperative programs.
For a full treatment of Clarke-McNary Act, see Harold K. Steen,
The U.S. Forest Service: A History (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1976), pp. 173-95. (H- 8 )
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is timber sale administration.
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blocks of reservation timber rf~ited from the deficiencies
-·

of the allotment system.

II

Immediately following the completion

of the 1915-1917 cruise, a l~mbe). -of fee patents had
been issued south of the Quinault River and in the vicinity
r~
of Lake Quinault.-'..!. "Presently," J. P. Kinney recalled, "the
Indians having fee patents began to dispose of their holdings
at very low prices and to save the values that we thought
should be realized for restricted allotments, several blocks
of timber south of the Quinaielt River and one large unit north
of it (Quinaielt Lake Unit) were offered for sale. 11 58
Kinney believed that sales were "premature" in the
case of Quinault Lake because of the large amount of pulp
~
material in that region~ material~ could not be utilized
ii

by the Northwest pulp industry, then in its infancy, until
at least the mid-19JOs.

"Because of the allotments," though,

"it appeared that the realizations from early sales would be
greater than those that would be obtained through a delay of
sales until the pulp industry could be developed in the Grays
Harbor region."

Kinney pointed out that a great many of the

57Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).

58Kinney to Greeley, April.J, 1929, Merrill
Lumber Company Papers (H-1J).
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allottees were "advanced in years or for other reasons had need
of immediate financial assistance."

The B.I.A. was duty-bound

to look out for the welfare of tribal members and for this
reason, stated Kinney, ''it seemed necessary that prompt action
be taken, irrespective of the theories that I, or others, might
have as to the economic desirability from a national standpoint
that sales await the development of the pulp industry. 59
11

The

Indian./ammissioner reported that the sales were made in order
"to meet the urgent requests of allottees . . . that they be
permitted to realize funds from the timber on their allotments. 1160
The high lumber prices of post-World War I years, moreover,
and the clamor of lumbermen for Quinault stumpage indicated
that the times were right for the sale of reservation timber. 61
The sale of timber in large units, rather than
allotment by allotment, had a number of advantages.

Such

sales would parti2lly obviate the problems caused by the
allotment system, allowing for more efficient management.
Much of the land south of the Quinault River had been allotted
by 1914, and the threat of litigation culminating in the
Payne case promised to reopen the remainder of the reservation
to allotment.

The combining of allotments into timber units

59 Ibid.
60
u.s. Department of Interior, Retort of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1922, 19H-173J,

61 Kinney to Greeley, April J, 1929, Merrill
Lumber Company Papers (H-1J).
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would also bring greater financii'll return to the allottees.
"This is because all your timber would be scaled by government
men," forester Henry Steer pointed out to one allottee, "and
you would get credit for all the timber which actually stood
·
62
on your claim.''
Those Indians holding fee patents and selling
their timber would have to rely on the dubious results of the
C!llLf,;~

1915-1917 government cruise unless they wished to ._,__pay)
for a
__ .. private recruise of their allotments.
The record of such large sales, Steer reported in
1927, "show that the financial return to individual allottees
who sold their allotments, both land and timber, prior to the
selling of large timber units (which sell the timber only) has
been from 10 to 25% of the amount realized for timber only
under the policy of selling the timber in large ,b_loe;ks. 116 3

~~ .J(-u.J-_,"r

The sale of large units would also be financial'iy
beneficial
----------------·

to the government, as a portion of the sales price received by
allottees would be turned over to the B.I.A. to finance admini·l

j.,, .. , ¢· ., , .. V'\ ....,,,.

St(-,_,

stra tion. /\ (-±mlians selli11g their own tim~i.r a:1:,par ell'Hy doido

BO-t

rhaYO to make an atlmirristr ati Ve payment. t~ tl'l:e·--gc"Verfirrten t .--, " "The

Quinaielt Reservation was . . . allotted, cruised and mapped at
a large expense to the United States," Steer cont ended.

"I

think it no more than fair that sales of this kind should be
62
Steer to Mrs. W. L. Montgomery, February 20, 1923,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-25).
63 steer to Henry R. Cloud, February 5, 1927, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-26).
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made through this office in order that the allottees may be
called upon to defray a part of the expenses of this work."
The "greater price" received by the allottees would more than
64
make up for this requirement.
1M11).,t

,. 11umber_f en ~e.ttW have ,to pay higher prices for stumpage,
tL_ ~ ~).,, ~".,,._~p tv.. .,[j.-,r-- t-.,
~ ~
but -ui~y woi~ 1_ga~--iri. more efficient mrp1oitatio;r;i, ei' the
i,.

"""' t.......Logging
•reservation~
operations, requiring the construction of
railroads, were very expensive.

"The Quinaielt Reservation is

very heavily timbered," Steer remind_ed the /ommissioner of
Indian Affairs, "and presents . . . peculiar problems from the
standpoint of a logging concern principally because of the great
amount of railroad that must be built to advantageously log the
timber. 1165 The allotment system and especially the fee patents
made it very difficult to obtain rights-of-way for the construction of railroads, rights-of-way without which loggers
could not reach timber purchased on individual allotments.
Sale of large units would greatly reduce this rather serious
hindrance to the mounting of logging operations.

Anticipating

the purchase of such units, many owners of the larger companies
ceased to be interested in the acquisition of timber from
Indians holding fee patents, another negative effect of the
64 Steer to Sams, June 1, 1923, Tahola Indian Agency
Records (H-27).
6 5steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October
2, 1928, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-28).
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allotment process on the Indians.

Paul Smith wrote that

when Indians offered to sell "allotments adjoinLTnv allotments we own . . . . I believe I should make them a bluff offer
1166
for appearance sake.
B.I.A. officials were convinced that the sale of
timber in large units was the best course to follow.

"The

prices which are obtained for Indian timber when such timber
is sold under government supervision in units," Steer maintained, "is mostly in excess of the price that can be obtained
by the Indian for land and timber.by an outright sale through
the issuance of a fee patent."

Steer continued that he was

"convinced, and can very easily prove that hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been lost by Quinaielt Indians in recent years
through the issuance of fee patents and the sale of heav~lY.
{ ;C_.:,

l •/ ~ )
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timbered allotments for a fraction of their value. "A For this

~

reason, officials at the Quinault agency office in Hoquiam
would in the future approve applications for fee patents "only
66

.
Smith to Aloha Lumber Co., September 27, 1920,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-29). B. J. Wooster observed
that "when a fee patent is issued . . . our taxes, interest
and holding charges immediately start, all of which together
with possible wind and fire damage make it of less value than
when paid for at the rate of a ten percent down payment and
the remainder as logged and only for what timber the claims
actually produce." Wooster to Sams, September 22, 1921, Aloha
Lumber Company Papers (H-JO).

~
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in instances of extreme need. 1167
"Such a policy," Steer realized, "will unquestionably
be against the wishes of some allottees of mixed blood who
•

have never lived on the Reservation and who give no thought
to the best interests of the tribe. 1168 These allottees "have
never been under the care of a Superintendent" and would "Chafe
at any government restriction of their funds, 1169

Actually,

the most vocal opposition to the new policy and to the
restriction on fee patents seemed to come from some Quinault
leaders resident at Tahola.
William Mason, a Quinault chief, hired Hoquiam attorney
L, H, Brewer to represent him in an effort to secure fee patents,
and Brewer in turn lobbied Senator Wesley Jones of Washington,
a member of the Indian Affairs Committee, to bring pressure on
the B.I.A. in the nation's capital.

Brewer contended th8.t the

67 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
26, 1922, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-J1). Allottees had
been able to receive fee patent if they were judged to be
"competent" by the .$ecretary of the ;r'nterior. "Yet," two
historians have noted, "no attempt was made to define just
what constituted competency. It could mean that the Indian
was a Christian, that he could write his name, that he wore
white man's clothing, that he wore his hair short, and so
forth. Each individual agent apparently had his own peculiar
method of determining competency, and . . . the ,)Secretary ofthe Interior rarely disregarded such recommendations," Cotroneo
and Dozier, "A Time of Disintegration," 415 (H-16J).
68
steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October
2, 1928, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-28).
69 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
26, 1922, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-J1).
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Bureau desired to "sell to some rich men in a great body
all of this land, and they in turn will log it and make several
hundred thousand or million dollars from the operation, while
the poor old Indian will lie rotting in his grave, having gone
through life with scant rainment and with a hungry stomach
many, many times when he could just as well have been kept in
good clothing, kept and cared for in a good house and fed good
7O
"'.:'} u.,; p-•.-_t; ,s
food."
Jones, in turn, 4e:eect'9d a bureaucratic urge to survival behind the refusal to grant fee patents.

"If the Indians

were allowed to handle their lands themselves there wouldn't
be anything for the Indian Office to do and a lot of fellows
would be without jobs and so, under the pretense of looking out
for the Indians they are looking out for themselves. 1171
Mason and a few allottee supporters continued to fight
for control of their land into the early 1920s, refusing to
allow inclusion of their allotments ir{the sales units and,
contended Steer, "spreading malicious propaganda among other
Indians . . . fanij making many mis-statements which rendered
our work . . . more difficult to accomplish." 72 Another
Hoquiam lawyer, F. L. Morgan, was hired to represent the protesters at a fee of $6,000 a year for three years.

Indian

7oL. H. Brewer to Jones, December 1, 1917, Jones
Papers (H-J2).
71 Jones to Brewer, February 20, 1918, Jones Papers
(H-JJ).
72 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, December
26, 1922, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-J1).
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Commissioner Burke refused, under Interior Department regulations, to approve this contract, contending that do so "would
establish a precedent that would be followed by a class of
lawyers throughout the country that do not represent the best
element of the profession. 1173
to protest the timber sales.

A number of allottees continued
Throughout the decade, the B.I.A.

had to cope with what superintendent W. B. Sams called "agitators," persons who, according to Steer, insisted that "employees
of this Agency were in collusion with the timber companies to
defraud the Indians. 1174
Collusion, at least among the timber companies, seemed
apparent to some observers.

When in 1929 only four bids were

made on four different units and each at the minimum price,
this seemed to be no mere coincidence.

Protests to the}ecretary

of the;{nterior that improper circumstances of the sales had
reduced the Indians' income were sufficient to cause him to

7

reject all bids and to order deposits returned to the companies. 75
Five large units of timber were sold between 1920 and

1923,

The Moclips Unit, along the southern boundary of the

73 Burke to Jones, September 29, 1922, Jones Papers
(H-J4).

74 sams to G~mmissioner of Indian Affairs, June 18,
1929, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-J5); Steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, June 18, 1929, Tahola Indian Agency
Records ( H- J6) .

7~inney, Indian Forest and Range, 175-176 (H-169).
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reservation, was purc'hased by the Aloha Lumber Company in
1920, although bad weather delayed the beginning of logging
until the following year. 76 In 1922, Point Grenville, to the
north of Moclips on the coast, was acquired by the M. R. Smith
Lumber Compan~and the Hobi Lumber Company purchased the Cook
Creek Unit on the reservation's eastern boundary.

The following

year, Aloha added the Mounts Unit along the Quinault River to
its holdings.

In that year also, the Quinault Lake Unit, the

only sale made north of the river, was sold to the Ozette
Railway Company, a subsidiary of the Polson Logging Company.
The prices obtained for this last unit, $5 per thousand feet
for Douglas fir and $3 for hemlock, "were record prices for that
region. 1177

One and a quarter billion of the five billion feet

of timber on the reservation had been put under contract. 78
By 1927, 375 million feet of timber with a value of $1.08
million had been cut on the five units. 79
Solicitation of bids for these units had been carried
out through notices placed in newspapers and lumber industry
76wooster to Smith Lumber Co., November 2, 1920,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-37),
77 u.s. Department of Interior, .Reyort of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 192J, 19 (H-174 .
78 steer to Charles E. Coe, March 7, 1923, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J8).
79 steer to Cloud, February 5, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-26).
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trade publications.

The outcome of the bidding process, how-

ever, was in part preordained by economic forces and cooperation
among prospective purchasers.

The money required to purchase

and explo1t large tracts of timber excluded small loggers
from the competition and a number of the large operators
arranged their bids among themselves.

Aloha's Wooster informed

Paul Smith of the Smith Lumber Company in early 1922 that "I
had a talk with Morley of the Saginaw Timber Company . . . and
flatly asked him if he was interested in the Point Grenville
Unit and he stated he had been . . . but that he had sent a man
into the Wreck Creek district and that it didn't look good to
him and that he was not going to bid on it.

If he isn't a
-Sr_(~ 0 {.,.....--

liar that eliminates him."

Morley and the S.ehaef.f'er Brothers

Logging Company "evidently

. are not figuring together as

we had thought"
and Smith need not worry about competition for
)
the Grenville Unit. 80
Wooster and Smith worked closely together with respect
to reservation affairs, even considering whether "it might be
to our mutual advantage to pool our holdings on the Reservation.1181

In the case of the Quinault Lake Unit, the two

80
wooster to Smith, March 20, 1922, Aloha Lumber
Company Papers (H-39).
81
wooster to Smith, November 2, 1920, Aloha Lumber
Company Papers (H-37),
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were convinced that "this should be Polsons" (Ozette) and
discouraged other companies from bidding.

"Some operators

have approached us on this," Wooster noted, "but we have not
talked favorable or offered any outlet through our ,Lrai]]
road. 1182 Reservation officials informed Wooster and Smith
about the interest expressed in Quinault timber by other
companies.

Referring to Point Grenville, Wooster informed

Smith that "Nicholson and Steer both say that a good deal of
interest has been shown and that the office has been asked for
considerable information but as far as they know no one has
gone in to look the situation over other than Morley's men
C~;,,J
83
and the Schaeffer party."
Cooperation among the logging
A

companies undermined the intent of the bidding process (only
one bid each was offered on the Moclips and Point Grenville
units) and no doubt had an impact on sales prices and thus
on the income received by allottees.
That income was staggered over a period of years .
.,........

B.I.A. regulations provided for a 10 per._,cent advance payment
~-.;...

,. i,. . . .

"!-,_

to allottees within~ days of the signing of the logging
contract.

(Within each sales unit the Indian timber owner

had to sign a power-of-attorney before his or her allotment
82
wooster to Smith, October 31, 1922, Aloha Lumber
Company Papers (H-41).
8 3wooster to Smith, March 20, 1922, Aloha Lumber
-39).
Company Papers
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could be logged.)

Similar 10 peCcent payments were made after

three and six years, and a 20 per..--icent
payment was made after
._.
nine years if no timber had been cut.

The remaining half was

paid when the allotment was logged, as determined by scale.
If the 1915-1917 cruise had overestimated the timber, the
.

~ l l o t t e e might receive little or no money at this final stage.

lu.<...-,~~
-

84

Administration of the sales was financed by an eight
per'°;ent deduction from the first three payments.
'--

This fee

was supposed to cover all costs and could be set, at the
/

discretion of thefommissioner of Indian Affairs, at a level
85 Receipts from the fee were
between five and 10 percent.
L,

sl,.l-h,j

depo~i ted in_ :.he u. sl: Treasury. ?nli\e ,~the 1'.;>rJs} Serv¥/b
A {ri.1 .L~UL~(,.u, .f •/ C., Jt.,i,,fu-fr- - ,../((,,,,~-.-~~ J
r
·,
(
l'13V( ':
which was able to utilize certain administtative fees without
I\.
legislative interference, the B.I.A. had to obtain a congressional appropriation in order to expend any of these moneys.
t\
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As the result of the parsimony of Congres~ 1 ~the reservation
timber program was continually underfinanced.

For fiscal

year 1927, $26,420 was requested from Congress but only $13,210
was appropriated, a neat halving of the request.

This was

done despite a balance on hand in the Treasury from Quinault
84 sams to Lewis Meriam, February 12, 1927, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-42).
8 5James A. Howarth, Jr. to Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, March 19, 1~8, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4J).
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timber sales of $40,203.
following year. 87

86

The balance reached $60,000 in the

These funds had to cover all timber expenses on the
reservation.

"The Quinaielt timber sales are self supporting,"

wrote Steer, "in that all costs incidental thereto are paid
from the proceeds of the sale of the timber. 1188 The program
was headed by a reservation supervisor of forests.

Under that

personage, a forest ranger was responsible for each sales unit
and the work of the two scalers normally assigned to the unit. 89
Personnel requirements increased with the sale of three
additional units south of the Quinault River--Upper Wreck Creek,
Hatch and Hall--in 1927 and 1928 .
.)

The cost of timber administration on the reservation
was considerably higher than that in the neighboring Olympic
National Forest.

For one thing, timber sales activity was

about three times greater on the Quinault.

More important,

Steer pointed out, was "the fact that we have individual allotments to keep track of necessitating the segregation and
handling of every log" so that they would be credited to the
86
Steer to Cloud, February J, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-44).
87 How:::.rth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
19, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4J).
88
Steer to Cloud, February J, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-44).
89 Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
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proper owner.

"Were all our timber tribal or unallotted,

scaling would cost one third as much per thousand feet as it
does now. 1190 The quality of the original allotment survey,
moreover, required that a considerable amount of work in the
woods be undertaken.

"It is necessary," Nicholson observed in

1934, "to carefully run and re-run all allotment lines in this
area so as to segregate the timber. 1191 According to Steer,
"the allotment survey on the Quinaielt is very poor.

We have

found sections that have never been sub-divided although the
entire section was allotted.

This necessitates a great deal

of work in connection with timber sales, and raises our cost
of administration considerably. 1192
The matter of costs was only one example of the
fundamental distinction between the administration of B.I.A.
and Forest Service timberlands.

"The problem on Indian lands

is essentially different from that on National Forest lands,"
J. P. Kinney maintained.

The latter had a permanent status

as public property and expenditures for their improvement
90 steer to Lee Muck, June 28, 1924, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-45). W. B. Sams noted that "painstaking
labor . . . must be performed in order to keep the logs from
separate allotments segregated, and to credit each allottee
with the timber that is cut from his allotment." Sams to
Meriam, February 12, 1927, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-42).
91 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
15, 1934, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-46).
92 steer to Muck, June 28, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency
Records (H-45) .
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were bound to be popular.

"There is little chance that the

value of such improvements to the owner--the public--will be
lost through a change in the status of the land," Kinney noted.
But Indian lands, on the other hand, "are principally in a
status analogous to private ownership, and yet under decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States the status of such
lands may be modified at almost any time by an act of Congress."
This "element of uncertainty," Kinney concluded, "can hardly
fail to shake the resolution of any forester who desires that
land primarily adapted to the growth of timber crops shall be
handled with that one purpose in view. 119 3
High costs, combined with the reluctance of an economizing Congress to appropriate sufficient funds, meant low
salaries for timber personnel and a consequent rapid turnover
in employees, especially in the crucial scaler positions.

Two

scalers, for example, were required on the Aloha operations

fu--:,tn,~

on the. Mo clips Unit, but
first

+.uv. -if':li.~•
~

~

men filled these positions in the

months of the company's activities on the unit.

"We

have not been able to secure the services of competent scalers
at, the salar.ies which we a. r~. aui;horiz. e~ to pay," s,uperintendent
\t,ni'L.. o-, \o-J...+ tArv.,1.,...-1, ~ ,-._Jl-\<"•
SLJk,"·•··-~ I , ~ I H - t ~
Sams note~ "and an exceptionally high turn-over must be expected
1~ ~

93J. P. Kinney, "Forest Policy on Indian Timberlands,"
Journal of Forestry, XXV(April 1927), 4J0-4J1 (H-175),
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continue."

One of the more experienced reservation scalers,

Ray Quast, had resigned to accept employment with Aloha at a

salary of $2400, a significant increase over his B.I.A. salary
of $1JOo. 94

A 1JJ per0ent turnower of Quinault forestry

employees took place in 1923,

~i e-

'-

e@nreCH"i m~

"Efficient administration

demonstrated in an early case invo 1 ving a

recalcitrant allottee.

The allotment of Sally Williams was

within the Mocl.ips Unit, but she refused to sign a power of
attorney authorizing inclusion of her timber in the sales unit,
instead holding out for a fee patent. 96 "This claim being with
held," B. J. Wooster of the Aloha Lumber Company informed Sams,
"is working a hardship on us as it is necessary to enter this
Sale Unit through her claim.

We have attempted to route

our Railroad other than through her claim but owing to the Moclips
River on one side and a Hemlock ridge on the other, the route
94 sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, October 25,
1923, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-47).
95 sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, February
4, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-48).
f...
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9---wooster to Sams, §Qpie~ber 22, 1921, Aloha Lumber
Company Papers ( ~ ( 1-4 - <Jli).
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through the allotment is the only practical location."

Wooster

urged that everything be done to secure a right-of-way for
Aloha and, if possible, a forced sale of the Williams timber. 97
Having failed in personal remonstrations with Sally
Williams, forest ~upervisor Steer pressed B.I.A. administrators
in the nation's capital to authorize action in the case.

He

cited a May 1920 telegram from the/ssistant)3~cretary of the
J"nterior affirming that "no allottee will be permitted to
interfere with or obstruct timber operations of successful
bidder Moclips Unit."

The interests of the Indian allottees

must be protected, Steer conceded, "but the purchaser of a
tract of Indian timber has also some rights and is entitled to
fair and just treatment both by the Indians and the Department."
'S"1tt..<.-.,· b,.l,w~1f __.
In the current instance,ASally Williams was indeed being unfair
"and if she is allowed to persist in and maintain her present
uncompromising attitude she will not only obstruct and interfere
with logging operations on the Moclips Unit, but will cause the
successful bidder for this unit a substantial monetary loss
and bring the Service . . . into disrepute."

Steer concluded

that "there is no reason except the mulish stubborness of an
old Indian woman why the timber on the Sally Williams allotment
97wooster to Sams, May 9, 1922, Aloha Lumber Company
Papers (H-49).
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should not be sold to the Aloha Lumber Company at this time. 1198
Finally, in October 1922, the /ecretary of the;Interior
authorized the sale of the Williams timber, declaring the
allottee to be "an incompetent Indian. 1199

Within two years

of the sale, Sally Williams had received $9,975 for timber
she had been willing to sell for $6,700 pending approval of
her application for a fee patent.

"This allottee," declared

Steer, "received approximately one third more for her timber
alone under government supervision than she was willing to sell
))
both land and timber for a cash price. 10
Clearly, in this
f'

°

instance at least, B.I.A. actions were beneficial to the
Indian; Sally Williams got substantially more money and
retained her land as well.
The Williams case established a precedent for the
handling of similar allottee obstruction of logging operations
~ .;, c.... ~yr,.._,.,yc.- 11/ tt.. ~-, 1,\-4 ~~a a k,... ~tlw..:,,
°'l:..!~,e ,-~~~vati-~~~~~;.:.~t~~~ ~o~t;-~xample of tlrn B. I.A. '-s _;,
, ~ - - - - a t { l t~s.
"It is not the policy of the Department," superintendent Sams pointed out in 1924, "to allow any
98 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May 10,
1922, Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-50). "The Indian people
are very intelligent people," Kinney recalled, "but they
haven't had the kind of training that leads them to have good
property sense. The Indian is likely to spend what he gets
too freely, and then think somebody took it away from him if
he spent it unwisely himself." Kinney with Maunder and Morgan,
"'Be,g;inning Indian Lands Forestry,'" lJ (H-166).
99 sams to Aloha Lumber Company, October 26, 1922,
Aloha Lumber Company Papers (H-51).
100
Steer to Cloud, February 5, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-26).
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individual allottee to obstruct the operations of a bona fide
company operating on Indian lands."

The Williams solution was,

for example, applied to the case of another Moclips Unit allottee, Isaac Bastian, refusing to sign a power of attorney.
Bastian "cannot be declared incompetent in the ordinary sense
of the word," Sams reported to the fommissioner of Indian Affairs,
"but there is no doubt but that in matters pertaining to
timber operations and stumpage values that he is grossly
unable to see where his best interests lie. 11101 Logging
operators expressed their gratitude for such assistance in
expediting the sales. 102
While working to facilitate exploitation of the sales
units, B.I.A. officials looked to other policy matters.

Because

of the heavy rainfall on the reservation, it was necessary to
ballast railroad tracks with a great deal of gravel, gravel
that was obtained from the extensive deposits on the Quinault. 10 J
The question was whether or not the allottees should be paid for
gravel removed from their holdings.

Aloha and Smith were

assessed five cents per cubic yard for gravel, but Hobi was
101 sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, February
2J, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-52).
102Wooster to Sams, June 5, 1922, Aloha Lumber Company
Papers (H-5J).
lOJSteer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, June 6,
1923, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-54).
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not charged, and reservation officials believed the first two
companies were being treated unfairly.

There should be no

charge for gravel, Sams argued, "except where there is an
actual damage done to the allotment from which the gravel is
removed."

The value of Indian lands would certainly be "aug-

mented by the construction of railroads necessary for the
development and removal of Indian timber.

11104

And the expenses

of most loggers on the reser~ation would be redu~e~ as we11; ~
11
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the economic well-being of ~loggers,!e.fter all, without
(~loggers there would be no salesJand "ffioe sales were a key
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source of income t o ~ Indians.
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The early 1920s, when the

first five units were sold, had been years of considerable
prosperity for the lumber industry.

But by the mid-twenties,

the industry was entering a prolonged period of depression)
resulting from a fall-off in construction in the United States,
from declining foreign markets)and from the inability of
lumbermen to control production in their chaotic industry.
"There has been a depressed condition in the log and lumber
104

sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, November
2, 1925, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-55).
For similar
reasons, local B.I.A. officers contended that the State
Highway Department should not be charged for gravel removed
to aid in construction of the Olympic Highway, being built
westward across the reservation from ~ake Quinault in the
mid-1920s.
Sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August
1, 1925, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-56).
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market universally since last spring," Steer reported to the
· Indian /ommissioner in mid-1924.

"This depression has not

been confined to Grays Harbor and to the Pacific North West,
/but has also occur~d in the pine country
East of the mountains."
.
~

•

The depressed conditions, Steer continued, were "primarily
due to over production resulting in an excess of supply
over demand.

When such an economic condition exists, prices

automatically drop, and will remain at a low level until the
demand catches up with the supply and the market stiffens. 1110 5
The situation in the Grays Harbor region, heavily
dependent on the lumber industry, matched this overview of
economic conditions.

Superintendent Sams commented that "there

is no demand at all for either Hemlock or Cedar," the principal
timber resources of the Quinault.

Aloha was operating at a

third of its normal level in the spring of 1924 and Hobi at a
fourth. 106 Both shut down completely in June and remained
closed throughout the summer. 10 7
The economic strain increased during 1925,

"Conditions

in the logging and milling industry in the Grays Harbor region,"
Sams informed the Commissioner in mid-year, "have been to date
10
5steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 14,
1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-57),
·
106 s
. .
.
Affa1rs,
.
6
ams t o Comm1ss1oner
of I nd1an
May 2,
1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-58).
107 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 14,
1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-57).

considerably more unfavorable than they were in 1924.

11108

Operations on the reservation for fiscal 1925 were half of
what had been anticipated, with the cut barely exceeding 70
million feet. 109 Few observers believed that the market would
pick up for some time, and, in fact, the lumber industry would
remain depressed for a decade.

Burdened with prices and

cutting quotas agreed to in better times, logging operators
pressed the B.I.A. for relief.
Timber contracts provided for an increase in prices
during periods of price expansion in the industry.

Such an

increase, for example, was made in the early twenties in the
price charged Aloha for hemlock on the Moclips Unit, a jump
from 90 cents to $1.25 per thousand feet.

The contracts also

provided, Steer pointed out, for decreases "to afford the
purchaser relief from a market depression" as long as the
decrease did not fall below the initial contract price.
Faced with the depressed market for hemlock, which made up 23

---

per cent of the Moclips Unit, Aloha requested a return to the
'--

original price in mid-1924.

This request was not granted,

Steer noting that "the present condition has £noj] existed
108,..,0ams ~o
iComm1. □ s1oncr
.
.
Affnirs,
.
o f I ndinn
June 18,
1925, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-59).
109Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
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long enough to upset a re-adjustment of stumpage prices based
.
. d s. .,110
on log values and logging
cos t s overt h ree year perio
By 1925, however, the seriousness of the economic situation
was evident and the price was reduced to 90 cents, "due to
unfavorable market conditions and to the inability of the
. o f pro f·t
i . .,111
Company t o earn a margin
Logging companies were also required to cut at least
a minimum amount of timber within specified periods of the life
of the contract.

The Hobi Lumber Company, for example, was

supposed to remove ai least 10 million feet from the Cook
Creek Unit by spring 1925,

This the company proved unable to

do, in part because of the economic downturn in the industry.
A one year extension of the deadline was granted, Sams writing
that this "will not delay the logging of any allotments to
any appreciable extent and it is not felt that additional
advance payments on any allotments should be made by reason
.
.,112
An extension was also granted to the
o f t h e extension.
M. R. Smith Company.

Sams observed that the "only unsatis-

factory condition which will result

. is that revenue will

110 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 14,
1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-57).
111 Sams t o Commissioner
. .
.
Af f airs,
.
J une 1 8 ,
o f I ndian
1925, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-59).
112 s ams t o Commissioner
. .
.
Afairs,
f .
o f I ndian
May 2 6 ,
1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-58). The Forest Service
apparently exacted some additional payment when granting
extensions. H. L. Plumb to Merrill & Ring Lumber Company,
December 20, 1929, Merrill & Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-60).
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not come in for the individual Indians as fast as they expe_cted
under contract provisions.

In periods of market depression

such as that which has been experienced during the past twelve
months, this condition cannot be helped. 1111 3
The economic standing of the industry continued to
decline during the second half of the twenties.

"The substantial

improvement in the market that has been eagerly awaited by the
r\

lumber production idustry during the past five years has not

"

yet materialized," the /ommissioner of Indian Affairs reported
in 1929. 114 The industry virtually collapsed as the rest of
the nation entered the Great Depression following the stock
market crash in 1929,

"Conditions on the Harbor have gone

from bad to worse," N. 0. Nicholson observed in early 1931,
"and, except that one naturally would suppose that things
must change and improve, there appears to be nothing to
warrant the belief of any immediate improvements."

Only a

few logging camps in the area were operating and only one
mill in Hoquiam was running, and that was only on a part-time
basis. 11 5 Grays Harbor had turned out an average of a billion
feet of lumber a year during the twenties, but its output
113 sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, September
26, 1925, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-61).
114
u.s. Department of Interior, Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1929, 12 (H-171).
ll5Nicholson to Muck, March 12, 1931, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-62).
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slumped to little more than 200 million feet a year in the
116
early 1930s.
Four new timber units had been offered for sale in
1929

but had been withdrawn by the Iiecretary of the /nterior

to stem char~es of collusion.

In 1931, the Aloha, Smith,

Hobi and 0zette companies indicated that they would submit
)

bids if the uni ts were again offered, _al though fin~ncing would
be a problem.
however.

The B.I.A. decided not to attempt the sales,

Forest iupervisor James A. Howarth, Jr. pointed out

that "this is not a good time to readvertise these four units .
. . . We feel sure that the four companies would try to buy
them to insure future timber, but we think it likely that
more than one of them might find financing too difficult and
so fail to bid. 11117 Indeed, rather than being able to purchase
additional timber, the lumbermen, by now in the midst of the
Great Depression, were faced with the prospec_t of bankruptcy.
a...n..l,l(, ""~~ 0 _ _,1.,.,,. {1-,.,,;,~
Jwini.1hey continued to look to the B. I.A. for as_sistaJ}ce,J
The four companies had made a combined profit of
$143,000 during the 1920s on a cut of 1.2 billion feet of
reservation timber.

Aloha showed a profit of $228,000, mostly

attributed to the export of logs, and Hobi was $118,000 in the
black.

Ozette, however, had lost $45,000 on the reservation

)

116
sankela, Forest Statistics for Grays Harbor
County, 6 (H-2).
117 Howarth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January
13, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-63).
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and M. R. Smith had an overall loss of $158,000, showing a
profit only in 1923 and 1924.

None of the companies had made
118
1 ·
· th e cosing
money in
years o f the decade.
Reservation officials helped secure a price reduction
for the Smith Company, logging on the Point Grenville Unit,
although the new rate was still above the original contract
price of 60 cents per thousand feet for hemlock.

Nicholson

hoped that the cut would allow the company to resume operations.
"I have been advised, unofficially," he reported, "that they do
not expect to be able to start up under present conditions
unless the stumpage prices on this unit be reduced to those
effective at the time the sale was made, 11119 The loggers
must be allowed to operate ~
J

-\t

Wlt-0

b:.

e.,v(,,n~)l.1.~

~

t>.~Cvt-,,t,~:.,.,,,,.,.

Nicholson also backed up the financially hard-pressed
Ozette Railway Company in its effort to postpone for three
years advance payments amounting to $51,000.

He reminded the

Indian /~mmissioner that Ozette had contracted in 1923 to
pay $5 per thousand feet for cedar and $3 for hemlock, both
well above the advertised price.

"Recent developments in the

lumber industry would make the difference between the prices
paid for this timber and the actual value represented therein,
greater than formerly."

Nicholson conceded that "many of the

118
Howarth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
23, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-64).
11 9Nicholson to Muck, March 12, 1931, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-62).
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Indians who would benefit from t;<'ese advance payments will be

I

in real need of some of these ;unds.

Fully half of them,

i

/
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however, already have balanceJ to their credit at this office

f'

and it is believed that appr/va1 of the suggestion . . . would

be consistent with the inte/ests of the Indians. "

\
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'
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~
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It

grant~ extcnsimr~ of cutting requirements.

.

In late 1929,

for example, the Merrill and Ring Lumber Company, logging in
the Olympic National Forest, informed forest supervisor H. L.
Plumb that "it is going to be impossible to cut and remove
all of the timber by the time specified in the contract."
The company asked Plumb to "kindly arrange for an extension
of the time for cutting and removing this timber. 11121 Noting
that the contract did not expire until the end of 1930, Plumb
refused to give an extension in advance.

However, he wrote

that he "did not see any reason why a reasonable extension
cannot be granted next fall.

Extensions of this kind are

frequently granted, and I do not believe that there will be
any difficulty in extending the time next fall, 11122
B,I.A. foresters were also intent on protecting the
rights of the Indians, making sure that they received full
120 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
October 12, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-65).
121 T. Jerome to Plumb, October 17, 1929, Merrill
& Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-66).
122 Plumb to Merrill & Ring Lumber Company, December
20, 1929, Merrill & Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-60).
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value for their holdings.

Faced with the falling market

for hemlock in mid-1924, the Smith Company decided that it
would leave those trees standing on allotments it was logging
on Point Grenville, returning to harvest them at a later date
when market conditions had improved. 123 "I doubt very much,"
Paul Smith observed, "if we would be as well off to cut it and
think it might pay us better to pay the stumpage and leave it
standing."

Smith asked that his company not be charged for

merchantable hemlock which had blown down in the great wind
storm of 1921, before the Grenville Unit contract had been
signed.

Smith informed Steer that he had been told that "there

was a ~ood deal of doubt in your mind as to the proper procedure
but that you might have to do something in order to pacify the
Indians. 11124
As far as Steer and other reservation officials were
concerned, however, there was no doubt about what should be
done.

"I had not expected such a radical change in your cutting policy," Steer informed Smith. 12 5 "We cannot waive or

change the contract provisions because of a temporary depression in the log market," he told forest ranger Lester McKeever.
"Hemlock merchantable under the provisions of the Pt. Grenville
123 smith to Steer, August 9, 1924, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-67).
124 smith to Steer, August 27, 1924, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-68).
125 steer to M. R. Smith Lumber Co., August 8, 1924,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-69).
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contract must be scaled and paid for if left in the woods,
either standing or felled. 11126 Superintendent Sams ordered
the company to remove "from the sale area . . . all the hemlock
that is sound and may fairly be considered merchantable within
the terms of the contract governing the sale of the Point Grenville Unit. 11127 Any other course would deprive allottees of
their rightful income.
Aloha, Hobi..l and Ozette had cooperated fully with the
Bureau, but the Smith Company was a constant source of problems.
"This Company," forestry officers reported, "maintains a system
of continual protest against scaling, proper utilization, and
has even protested the prompt payment of Advance Deposits.

The

pick-up scale . . . has been and is entirely too high. 11128
(Timber left ~t6:fi0•!Afl on an allotment after logging was completed
was scaled and the logger was charged.)

B.I.A. officials were

confident that the interests of the Indians were being
protected, and doubters had only to consult the record in
order to realize this fact.

"Our annual average scale reports,"

Sams informed the Commissioner, "show that the Government
employees' scale is from

3%

to 5% above the commercial sale

126 Steer to Lester C. McKeever, August 12, 1924,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-70).
127 superintendent, Tahola, to M. R, Smith Lumber
Co., December 18, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-71).
128
Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
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of the logs shipped from the Quinaielt Reservation, and no
charge of underscaling or of favoring the contractors can
possibly be made in the light of this fact. 11129
As noted, forestry on the Quinau~t during the 1920s
was for the most part a matter of selling timber and supervising
the activities of loggers.

Generally speaking, this was true

of public and private forestry in the Northwest.

The modern

conservation movement in the United States was an outgrowth
,>I- ~,~Lr ~ r,,:;£ u _ . ~ •
of the /_rogressi ve Er~, with its emphasis on the control of
natural resources by big business.

Recognizing the dwindling

supplies of timber in much of the nation, Gifford Pinchot and
other foresters stressed the need for efficient management of
the forests so as to assure a permanent supply of timber.
These sentiments, however, were slow to spread to the
Northwest, with its vast and still largely undeveloped stands
of timber.

With high risks and small long-term incentives,

few lumbermen considered adopting new ways, and thus wasteful
exploitation remained a major characteristic of their industry.
"Timber owners and mill operators," Governor Roland H. Hartley
of Washington, himself an important lumberman, observed, "are
engaged in the competitive orgy of cutting, slashing and waste,
which if continued, not only spells ruin to those so engaged,
1 2 9s ams to r.?mmissioner
dr
·
·
·
A.ffairs,
.
of I ndian

9, 1928, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-72).

October

but means disaster to the economic life of the state. 11130
Private owners of valuable timberlands saw themselves
threatened by heavy property taxes, which made up the bulk
of state and local revenue.

This threat was often used as an

excuse for the rapid cutting of timber in order to get out
from under the taxes, thus militating against conservation.
"Owners of great stands of timber," Governor Hartley pointed
out with conventional rhetoric, "are going forward at breakneck
speed in an effort to salvage an investment which is rapidly
being confiscated by the tax collector. 11131
Unchecked fires, too, were a major deterrent to longterm ownership.

In 1903, the state of Washington, largely in

response to industrial insistence and political influence
following a catastrophic fire in 1902, had established an
agency to protect private lands from fire.

By 1917, concerned

lumbermen had lobbied through legislation that made contributions by timberland owners to a fire protection fund mandatory.
Eight years earlier, in 1909, the industry had formed the
Western Forestry and Conservation Association to coordinate
their fire prevention efforts.

The year 1921 saw an industry-

supported state law assign responsibility for logging slash
to the land owner.

When in 1923 Alex Polson, Hoquiam lumberman,

lJOTimber Situation in the State of Washington,
1925, Hartley Papers (H-2J).
lJlibid.
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testified before a U.S. Senate committee investigating forest
practices, he said:

"We can protect the forests very well against

everything except taxes."

132

This was an overstatement on Polson's

part, perhaps, but it was indicative of the thinking of the time.
By the 1920s, many progressive Northwest lumbermen were
coming to accept the necessity of conservation measures.

The

problem, however, was how to reconcile theory with the realities
confronting the lumber industry.
B.I.A. officials d~splayed environmental concern on a
range of issues.

The general timber regulations, for example,

provided authorization for the leaving of 300 feet wide strips of
timber along lake shores, streams, and public highways, "even
though," noted Nicholson, "there would be some loss to the
individual Indians affected."
impractical by many people.

133

This was regarded as highly

Allottees would surely object to

the leaving of valuable trees.

(The strip on three allotments

adjoining Lake Quinault, for example, was estimated to be worth
$13,000.)

Moreover, the strips were sure to blow down.

"The

root system

132

Harold K. Steen, "Forestry in Washington to 1925"
(Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Washington, 1969),
3~-q~i1~ (H-176); Polson's statement in U.S. Congress. Senate.
Select Committee on Reforestation, Hearings, 67:1, 866 (H-177).
133

Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
J~nuary 26, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-73).
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of our forest trees is very small in extent and very shallow,"
Henry Steer observedr because of the moisture-saturated ground.
On the other hand, the trees often reached heights in excess of
250 feet.

"The atmospheric conditions are such," Steer

insisted, "that where trees of such height and with such
shallow root systems are left exposed to winter storms, it is
a moral certainty that a large part of them will be wind thrown
within a few years." 1J4
Nevertheless, the foresters attempted in the face of
these practical difficulties to preserve such timber strips.
Steer himself ordered that trees that could not be cut without
falling into the Quinault River be left standing ..

"These trees

will not be very numerous, and will serve the dual purpose of
re-seeding portions of the cut over areas, and of preserving,
in a minor degree, the scenic value of the river."

In addition,

if logs and slash were not kept out of the water, they might
well "drift down the river

. Lang] do many hundreds of

dollars worth of damage to the nets of the Indian fishermen
at Tahola. 11135 Superintendent Nicholson directed that only
the choicest timber be removed from the banks of the Quinault.
"A clean logging of the area directly adjoining the river
detracts from the scenic value of the river, and it has been
134 steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, September
21, 1927, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-74).
135 steer to Ray C. Quast, April 14, 19JO, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-75).
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contended--and possibly with much merit that the logging of
the timber . . . will affect the salmon run and the fishing
of salmon on or along the Quinaie•lt River. 11136
Efforts were also made to clean out log jams that
occasionally built up on the lower reaches of the Q~inault
River and restricted Indian travel on the watercourse. 1 37
The reservation waterways had to be kept clear.

Steer

responded immediately when he heard that the Aloha Company
had been dumping refuse into the Moclips River.

"This matter

is very specifically covered in the regulations which are made
a part of every timber contract," he informed the company, "and
£ I J will have to ask you to discontinue the present practice
and either burn or bury garbage and other refuse from the
.
L
8
r.,,. l''{l,,t_,_, ~ • ~"~;
l \\,,"tlA.-1
camps." 13 j When it came to litli8•fl'GJ'. conservation i Jsues, however,

",.-1~

---- - - the Bureau was stymied.

1,

A
The scene as contemplated from the

conservation advocate's easy chair differed greatly from that
viewed by Quinault personnel.
The logging practice most jarring to conservationist
...-,

sensibilities, in the 1920s as today, was that of clear cutting,
'--

or the remowal of all trees from areas logged.

Clear"cutting
'--'

136 Nicholson to Howarth, January 26, 1931, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-73).
l3?Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
August 3, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-76).
138 steer to Aloha Lumber Company, June 12, 1924,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-77).
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was almost universally the rule on the Olympic Peninsula, both
on public and private timberlands. 139 B. I. A. timber cor;.tracts
ft;

~t...

-:,.,I J I~·

(Y'

U: hA....

provided that those trees marked for selective logging would
~--m~

"

lec,ving the designation of such trees pretty much up

to the interpretation of local forestry officials.

Similar

requirements governed logging on Forest Service land.

In

practice, this meant the logging of all but the smallest trees.

r
-r-t,.1,..._.,
,,0.1.",

On the reservation those trees with a diameter of at least~
inches at a point four-and-a-half feet above the ground, the

standard height for diameter measurement, had to be logged, or
140
at least paid for by the contractor.
The method of logging on the reservation, the so-called
r-.

"high lead" system, also made clear._,cutting inevitable.

Uti-

lizing steam-driven cables strung from spar trees, this system
had been in general use in the Grays Harbor region since about
1916. 141 It "levels all the timber," Nicholson recalled in the
mid-1930s, "and with that system selective tree logging was
impossible. 11142 Steer pointed out that "no selective logging
is practised" in the area, "nor can it be practised successfully,
l39steer to Charles Van Way, June 4, 1927, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-78).
140
Nicholson to Robert Marshall, September 24,
1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-79).
141
Sankela, Forest Statistics for Grays Harbor
County, 9 (H-2).
142 N·ic h o 1 son t o nrr
rnars h a 11 , S eptember 2 4 , 1935,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-79).
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for the use of high speed steam machinery prohibits this prac.
.,143 Some other more sophisticated means of harvesting
t lSe,
timber would have to be devised before it would be practicable

---~

to abandon clear cutting.
"-'

He had "a good deal of faith in the

possibilities of selective logging," William Greeley, secretary
of the West Coast Lumbermen's Association and former head of
the Forest Service, observed,
to be demonstrated~~

tl

There were, moreover, a number of objections against
the concept of selective logging.

Indian allottees, as we

shall see, would be sure to object to a system that would
leave much of their timber standing and thus delay the realization of maximum financial return for their holdings.

And

the leaving of "isolated individual trees, or clumps of trees,"
Steer insisted, would be a mistake.

"Experience has shown that

the trees so left soon blow over because of exposure to the
winds and also because of the extremely shallow root system
of all trees in this locality. 11145 R, D. Merrill, a prominent
Olympic Peninsula log-2:er, suggested that it would be "impossible
to make an accurate selection of the logs in the woods" because
143 steer to Van Way, June 4, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-78).
144
Greeley to Merrill, October 2J, 1931, Merrill
Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-8O).
14 5steer to Van Way, June 4, 1927, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-78).
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of the "human element."

Trees which might best be left standinp:

would be cut, as "we believe it is better to err on the side
of taking logs of poor quality, or logs which are a trifle
too small, rather than ~n the side of leaving in the woods
146 f-'v ,~JIN
logs which really should be taken."
A"rffi- it would impose
severe burdens on logging operators if they were required to
purchase the expensive new equipment necessary to practice
selective logging, especially in the depressed condition~ of
14
the late 1920s and early 19JOs. 7
,r--,.

When discussing clea:c__cutting, one must first distinguish
between the devastated areas that nineteenth century lumbermen
left in their wake and a modern clearcut prescribed by a professional forester as the optimum silvicultural method.

In both

situations all of the trees are removed, but with significant
differences.

The forester's clearcut is much smaller, with

allowances for regeneration and soil protection.

To a forester,

---

clear,_cutting is not only a logging system but a regeneration
system as well.

Such systems are chosen according to growth

characteristics of desired species.

Clea:('5utting, seed tree,

shelterwood and selection are among the methods the forester
,)

considers.

After taking species, terrain, soil type, and market

146
Merrill to Greeley, October 28, 19J1, Merrill &
Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-81).
14 7Nicholson to Marshall, September 24, 19J5, Tahola
Indian.Agency Records (H-79).
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into account, the forester picks the best method of removing the
old stand--either en masse by clea['cutting or in stages by
one of the other techniques.

Planning for the new forest, then,

plays a major part in choosing the method for logging the old.
Even modern clea\:]utting had a deleterious impact on
reforestation, and this was recognized as its major defect.
A Forest Service study published in 19J8 showed that 84 percent
L-/

of cutover acreage logged in Grays Harbor County prior to 1920
,-..

had been restocked.

But only 57 per cent of the 11J,OOO acres
l__.,

logged in the 1920s, after adoption of the high lead system,
was in the process of being restocked.

In the fog belt along
,-..

the coast, where the reservation was located, 4J per.__cent of the
acreage logged in the twenties had not been restocked, JO per
........._

cent was poorly stocked, and only 27 per,,,_..,cent was being
reforested on a satisfactory basis.

"A change in logging methods

was no doubt largely responsible for the increase in the area
of non-restocked cutover land," the study concluded, as the high
lead method "destroys the advance reproduction and immature
trees that might provide a source of seed. 11148 B.I.A. forester
Lee Muck agreed with this assessment, reflecting in 1938 that
"the old destructive method of cutting produces little in
the way of real forestry and leaves the land in a state which
148 Sankela, Forest Statistics for Grays Harbor
County, 9 (H-2).
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at best will take many years to reforest successfully. 11149
Natural regeneration was relied on almos~ completely
for purposes of reforestation, both on the reservation and on
other public and private timberlands.

Research on seed flight

strongly suggested that smaller clearcuts or strategically
placed seedblocks would improve the reliability of natural
regeneration.
Only a few sm~ll attempts at tree planting were made.
In early 1929, for example, 3,500 young spruce trees were
planted on JO acres of tribal land on the Moclips Unit. 1 5°
"As far as we know," superintendent Sams reported, "this is the
first planting of a tract of anything like an area of JO acres
. that has ever been done in Grays Harbor County, although
one or more private companies have been conducting experiments
in broadcasting seed for several years. 11151 By 1931, nearly
JOO acres on the reservation had been planted with seedlings. 1 5 2
But the lack of adequate funds and personnel ruled out any
149Muck to Nicholson, October 15, 1938, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-82).
1 5°u.s. Department of Interior, Annual Report of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1930, 20 (H-178).
1 5 1 sarns to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
23, 1929, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-8J).
1 5 2Howarth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
11, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-84).
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large-scale attempt at reforesting by planting. 1 5 3

Still,

B.I.A. officials were concerned with the lack of reforestation
on the Quinault and the implications for the future of a
reservation not particularly suited for non-forest activity.
,.....
.
.
Clear cutting was beginning to pose some serious
V

problems, aside from its esthetically unsettling impact on
the minds of sensitive persons.

But given the circumstances

£.,-t(

of the times.A the methods prevalent among loggers, an alternative was hard to find, or at least an alternative that could
be successfully applied on the Quinault.
,_
clear..__.cutting continues to this day .

The debate over

Clear~cutting also greatly increased the danger of

-----

fire by producing large areas of logging debris, or slash.
The mass of tops, branches, small trees and brush was highly
4L. ~~-J VS"V' ,{t«. . ~ ~//~•~,
J
flammable and forest fire~ often originated in such cutover
A

places, rather than in standing timber.

"Conditions under

which a fire will burn in green timber and £s"i.£7 very unusual
if not entirely improbable," the B.I.A. noted. 154 "I do not
believe there is any great forest fire danger in green uncut
timber," Steer wrote in 1929, "for the records of this Agency
l53sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March
23, 1929, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-BJ). The B.I.A.
also cooperated with the Forest Service in planting projects
in the Olympic National Forest. Howarth to Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, March JO, 1931, Tahola Indian Agency Records
(H-85),
1 5 4Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
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.;('"ot only do not show any fires in green timber to have occur,~,
('

but in several instances known to me fires in slashings have
stopped when they ran into the green timber. 11155 With the
considerable increase in logged-off ~creage in the 192Qs, the
potential for fires mounted and so did the hazards for the
future of the reservation.

"The protection of young forests

and logged-off lands," contended the Washington Forest Fire
Association, "are yearly calling for greater attention and
unless this is given the reforestation movement is retarded. 111 5 6
The problem of what to do with the slash, whether to
,,.-...

risk burning it in a pre+emptive manner to reduce the danger
'-'"

of uncontrolled forest fires or to allow it to accumulate
while guarding against the latter development, became a major
point of dispute in the Northwest industry.

"The c.hief
ho't1.,f

reason for slash burning as a forestry measure," Thornton
}.

Munger, director of the Forest Service experiment station,
~·7

t ~ "is to reduce the fire menace of the vast amount of

dry litter, that there may be less chance of accidental fires
later."

In addition, "broadcast slash burning" was seen by

many foresters as "a necessary measure in securing reforestation
l55steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March

5, 1929, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-86).

1 5 6washington Forest Fire Association to Members,
May 1, 1929, Merrill & Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-87).
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in that it bares the ground and stimulates generation."

Most

lumbermen in the Douglas fir region, observed Munger, accepted
157
. j
the necessity of this course.
l /,11((,,,z 1
H. L. Plumb of the Forest Service, for one, advocated
the burning of slash.

"We have found through experience,"

he wrote, "that whenever it is possible it is best to burn the
slash. 111 5 8 Plumb, commented N. O. Nicholson, "believes that
the risk of ljores.17 fire is too great and that the ljores.17
fires are too hard to h~ndle when started and that it is
accordingly impracticable to allow large areas of slash to
accumulate as a means of saving small amounts of reproduction
left after logging. 11159
view.

Many other foresters agreed with this

"It is absolutely the wrong thing to do," one wrote,

"as everyone has been doing--to try to keep the fire out of
the timber as long as possible and thereby save up all the old
dry brush and everything to make a real fire when it does get
afire and there is no use trying to stop it. 11160
The burning of slash was a delicate ~nd risky
business and if not handled properly threatened to ignite the
l57Thornton T. Munger, Timber Growing and Logging
Practice in the Douglas Fir Region (Washington, D.C., 1927),
9 (H-88) . - - -158Plumb to Jerome, October 3, 1930, Merrill
Lumber Company Papers (H-89).

&

Ring

l5 9 Nicholson to Kinney, July 15, 1932, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-90).
160 J. G. Grainger to Fred E. Pape, March 25, 1920,
Louis F. Hart Papers, Washington State Archives (H-91).
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very conflagration it was supposed to prevent.

C. S. Cowen,

chief fire warden of the Washington Forest Fire Association,
urged that slash be burned only at the end of dry spells.

"At

that time the slashings will be dry and will burn readily,
and if the fires are set when the rain is forecast, a clean
burn can be obtained with but little danger."

Preparations

must be made well in advance and the fire itself set with
considerable care.

"A fire to properly dispose of slash,"

Cows.n pointed out, "must burn freely--a-t the end of a dry
spell, the debris is very inflammable, and with a rain falling,
or obviously about to fall, fires can be set safely, if given
a goo d s t ar.
t 161
II

For other foresters, the risk was too great.

"There

are very few places in Western Washington," maintained state
forester Fred Pape in 1920, "where this method could be
practised without great danger. 11162 Among these doubters were
the officials of the B.I.A, in Hoquiam.

"The general policy

hereafter on the Quinaielt Indian Reservation," Sams informed
one logger in ]ate 1926, "will be to leave the slash unburned
on logged areas, 11163 This was seen as the proper course for
161
c. S. Cowan to logging operators, August 26, 1929,
Merrill & Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-92).
162 Pape to Grainger, March 30, 1920, Hart Papers (H-93).
16 3sams to 0zette Railway Co., November 13, 1926,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-94).

the reservation, although there remained some doubts.

"There

is no question," Nicholson pointed out, "but that leaving
slash and saving of reproduction already on the ground together
with the seed on the ground would be the proper forest policy
if fires could be kept out.

The question is whether the

danger attendant upon allowing large areas of slash to accumulate
offsets the silvicultural advantages obtained through leaving
slash on the ground.
the danger.

11164

Precautions were instituted to lessen

Loggers were prohibited from setting fires without

written permission from the agency and were required to fell
,
165
all snags on cutover areas.
~ @f course, on the reservation, public access was restricted, reducing still further a
common source of ignition.
Conditions on the reservation differed from those in
the Douglas fir region in the central and eastern stretches
of the Olympic Peninsula, areas that had inspired the concerns
of H. L. Plumb and other advocates of slash burning.
devised for other areas might not apply.

Theories

In the coastal fog

belt, Thornton Munger of the Forest Service commented, "the
brush disposal and fire protective conditions are somewhat
different, and hence require a slightly different system of
164

Nicholson to Kinney, July 15, 1932, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-90).
16

5sams to Ozette Railway Co., November 1J, 1926,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-94).
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forest management from that suited to the Douglas fir type."
Slash from hemlock, spruce and cedar, Munger observed, "is
less combustible than Douglas fir brush; the needles fall off
the first season, and the fog-belt climate promotes a luxuriant
growth of shrubbery which quickly clothes logged-off land . . . .
On such areas the fire risk quickly diminishes to that of the
virgin forest."

Leaving the slash, moreover, would aid

regeneration of these varieties of timber.

They "are more

exacting as to moisture requirements than fir, and hence
germination is best in duff and where the site is not too dry, 11166

:t; 6l F 9 t b9 F 2 P 93 7 Wi zb t ltl 9 JJ b2 35? Ji d 2P 1ii f 9 P
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By choosing not to burn slash, reservation foresters
had to rely on protective measures to prevent fires from
starting and getting out of hand.

The increasing emphasis

they placed on this task in the 1920s reflected a major trend
in the forest industry.

Nationally, the amount of money

expended on fire prevention increased markedly during the
decade, as did the number of fires.
kdt ,,./

~

In Washington state, fires
167
$5,7 million worth of timber between 1918 and 19JO,

The [,tate pa::rned legir:;lation prohibiting the building of fires
166Munger, Timber Growing and Lorging Practice in
the Douglas Fir Region, 6-7, 12-lJ--n-I-88 .
167washington State Division of Forestry Report,
1930, Hartley Papers (H-95).
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in the woods at other than designated camping areas without
permit. 168 Cooperative arrangements among the state, federal
agencies, including the B.I.A., and private interests were
169
worked out to combat the fire menace.
Initially, B.I.A. officials regarded the danger in
their jurisdiction as minimal.

"The relati_ve humidity on

the Quinaielt is very high," the agency report pointed out in
1925, "and almost nightly fogs in the summer, especially along
the beach, materially reduce the fire danger. 11170 Thornton
Munger supported this judgment, observing that "the fire
problem is less difficult in the fog-belt than in the Douglas
fir type, for accidental burning of slashing is easier to guard
against. 11171 Henry Steer noted that protection against fires
was "vastly more of a problem" in the Olympic National Forest
than it was on the Quinaul t.

"The National Forest includes

practically the entire Olympic peninsula L'the Olympic National
168 D. A. Scott to De Los W. Fowler, May 5, 1921,
Hart Papers (H-96). Such laws caused considerable problems
for Olympic Peninsula farmers. "Most of these farmers," a
Seattle businessman informed Governor Hartley, "have more or
less land which should be cleared and in many instances
additional cleared land is necessary to make their farms a
success, but the fire warden is so rigid and so arbitrary
in his regulations that he prevents these fnrmers burning up
the lo,.o;s and clearing the land. " D. E. Fryer to Ro land H.
Hartley, January 15, 1925, Hartley Papers (H-97).
169Division of Forestry Report, 1930, Hartley Papers
(H-95),
170Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-3),
1 71Munger, Timber Growing and Logging Practice in
the Douglas Fir Region, 12 (H-88).
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Park was not created until the labe 1930.§;7 and is visited by

I\

thousands of campers and tourists each year."

This was not

the case on the Quinault, and, Steer reported in mid-1924,
"fire protection work on the reservation is practically
negligible, due to the climate, the proximity of the ocean,
and the inaccessibility, 111 7 2
But with the beginning of large-scale logging on the
reservation, the foresters soon became convinced of the need
for more thorough protective measures . 173 "With the area of
logged off land increasing year by year," the agency maintained
in 1925, "and the construction of the Olympic Highway from the
Lake to the Queets, throwing open the entire northern part of
the reservation to campers and vacationists, the problem of
fires on the Quinaielt will become more acute year by year."
Three fires had broken out during the 1925 fiscal year, one of
them a major conflagration resulting from the burning of slash
in the southern part of the Grenville Unit.

"Embers from the

. . . fire," the annual report recounted, "blew over one mile
of green timber and started a very bad fire in the Moclips
Unit, which burned over all the logged off land in the eastern
end of the unit, destroyed the Aloha camp, and burned out three
172 steer to Muck, June 28, 1924, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-45).
1 73superintendent to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 6, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-98).
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large railroad trestles, 11174
Such incidents demonstrated the dangers of slash
burning and helped to produce the ban of that practice on
the reservation.

The destruction, moreover, indicated how

difficult it was to fifht a fire once it had got underway.
"The only feasible means of control," the agency contended,
"are to back fire from green timber or a railroad grade,
and le-t the fire burn out. . . . The only thing to do in this
country is to patrol thoroughly and get the fires while they
are small, as ordinary methods of trenching, etc. are absolutely
useless here. 1117 5 Prevention and swift, initial attack became
the focus of reservation policy.

~· 0'··~. f,~~.;.
There was another aspect of the slash ~ro:brem.

As

was clearly pointed out by B.I.A. officials during this period,
the allotment policy created management problems, including the
l..11,U,..

handling of slash.

'
Ownership was i n ~' acre
parcels, but

slash acGumulation involved many contiguous allotments. It
0-... p,,, . .:r. i-t
~ l ;~
was impossib~ to burn one allotment in a cutting area and not
"'-.

burn adjacent ownerships as well.

It was either all or none,

as far as slash disposal in any one logging unit was concerned.
A study of the forest fire problem got underway in
174Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
l?Sibid.

late 1924. 176

Previously, the B.I.A. had limited its efforts

to the hiring of temporary forest guards in the summer months,
relying on the logging companies for patrol work.

The forest

rangers on each unit were also made deputy state fire wardens
and charged with enforcing state fire prevention regulations. 177
A more active role for the federal government, however, resulted
from the B.I.A. study.
In early 1927, Superintendent Sams recommended a five
year plan to the Indian/ommissioner.

The report divided the

reservation into two areas, that which had been sold and that
which had not.

(Most of the timber south of the Quinault River

had been sold; with the exception of the Quinault Lake Unit,
the timber north of the river remained to be sold.)

The

government should undertake only minimal work in units that
had been sold, "for the railroad right-of-ways which have been
or will be constructed within the next five years will form a
net work over the area, affording a better means of access and
egress than trails would give.''

Rather, the effort should

concentrate on the unsold area.

Trails should be built into

the woods from the Olympic Highway, due to be completed in the
fall of 1927, and at least three lookout towers should be
176 superintendent to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 6, 1924, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-98).
1 7 7Annual Forest Report, Fiscal Year 1925, Taholah
Indian Agency Records (H-J).
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erected.

The total cost of the project, plus the salaries
.
178
of seven new agency employees, would amount to nearly $70,000.
That figure was the sticking point, as it proved
impossible to secure the funds necessary to implement the
project.

Apparently, only one of the contemplated lookout

towers was constructed.

The state of Washington, as a com-f'-'!~. . ,.

parison, was able to put up J.{f such towers in the western half
of the state between 1928 and 1930. 179 The dependence of r,vt,'fl.....,,.,
forestry operations on Congress, the lack of an independent
source of funds, again militated against sound management.

"We

are unable to do as much as we would like to," Steer commented
in reference to fire protection, "because of·lack of funds. 11180
Much of the work that was accomplished was due to the lumber
industry depression, which reduced or shu~ down logging
operations and made regular B.I.A. personnel available for
protection purposes. 181
Ironically, that very depression both created new
dangers and prevented a serious response to those hazards.
Efforts to combat fires, ~uperintendent Nicholson informed J, P.
Kinney in the summer of 1932, "will present a real problem this
178 sams to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, April JO,
1927, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-99),
l 79D.1v1s1on
. .
o f Fores t ry Report, 1 930, Hartley Papers

(H-95),
180
Steer to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, March 5,
1929, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-86).
181
Nicholson to Kinney, March 25, 1931, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-100).

season in view of the fact that there is very little employment
available and hundreds and hundreds of men are in need of and
are seeking employment, and would . . . start fires in a minute
if they thought it would make employment available to them or
others in fighting these forest fires."

An incendiary fire

had been started on the Cook Creek Unit)and only regular
employees had been sent to put it out.

"We had decided,"

Nicholson noted, "that if we should once start out by hiring
a crew of fire fighters,

particularly early in the season, that

we would have fires upon fires all season long, and that it
would be impossible to obtain either men or money enough to'
cope with the fire situation."

Refusal to make a major effort

against fires was in itself dangerous, but it was the least
undesirable course and one that was followed by the Forest

.
. t e t·1m b er owners as we 11 . 182
S erv1ce
an d pr1va

F ores t ers h a d

to be, at all times and in all ways, practical men, ignoring
_theory when dictated by reality.
Quinault foresters had been realistic men throughout
the 1920s.

Their activities had focused on the sale and cut-

ting of timber, as did those of their colleagues in much of
the forest industry.
economical fashion.
182

Timber was meant to be cut in the most
The ends sought by conservationists were

Nicholson to Kinney, July
Indian Agency Records (H-90).

15, 1932, Tahola
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appealing, but the means necessary to achieve those ends often
conflicted with prevailing sentiments and practices, and even
with the best management of the Quinault forest.

The B.I.A.

foresters were no better than their brethren in the Northwest,
but they were no worse either.

c-...t-+.~

And if their attitudes toward

the Indian allottees were paternalistic and condescending, so
A

were the attitudes of nearly all white Americans.
Full-scale exploitation of the reservation had got
underway in the early twenties with high hopes.

The times

were prosperous and lumbermen expected to enrich themselves, as
did, albeit on a lesser scale, the Indian owners of Quinault
timber.

By 1930, two-thirds of the reservation was allotted

and most of the remaining 67,000 acres were available to unall8 J H11u_.,.-.,.vJ'.-¥ J
lotted tribal members.
Im;t the dreams of enrichment had
collapsed along with the lumber market and the nation's
economy.

Lumbermen suffered and Indians suffered, the latter

with less of a cushion to,fall back on, for many their only
~'1 {L ~..(...,(..I_..,f-L, Y' t.~,,.t.VJ.4: .J ,,,.Lf....v+~,) .;-1.,. \ ....
assets :foI the seime1 being worthless. Everyone associated with
~

the Quinault awaited a new deal of the economic cards.

183 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
November 24, 1930, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-4).

THREE

THE NEW DEAL AND THE QUINAULT

Franklin D. Roosevelt, having promised that new deal
in his election campaign, entered the presidency in March 1933,
after defeating Herbert Hoover.

YI

The latter's individualist ethos

and a Republi·can Congress prompted cautious action by the federal
I

government to combat the economic emergency~

The new Roosevelt

IMlministration did not shy away from increased federal action,
making it differ from its Republican predecessors.

The pro-

business philosophy of Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover was supplemented by new emphases.

For one thing, Roosevelt, who prided

himself on his tree-planting activities on his New York estate,
was an advocate of conservation measures and was determined that
such measures could rehabilitate man and land alike.
His administrationJafter working to stabilize industry-the source of jobs--placed increasing

1
~The Hoover Administration had instituted some reforms
in the federal government's handling of Indian affairs, increasing
expenditures on education, and other activities.
The administration, however, remained wedded to the allotment concept.
See
Kenneth Philp, "Herbert Hoover's New Era: A False Dawn for the
American Indian, 1929-1932," Rocky Mountain Social Science Journal,
IX (April 1972), 53-60 (H-179); Downes, "Crusade for Indian Reform,"
344-351 (H-164).
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on meeting the needs of the unemployedrby direct rnean3.

These new priorities were reflected in the work of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
Begun during the last year of the Hoover Administration,
the U.S. Forest Service published A National Plan for American
Forestry in early 1933.

In two volumes and 1677 pages, the

·report described the problems of, and recommended programs for,

·~ .~
}
\

.
.

\

I
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all categories of forest land in the United States.

The section

on Indian lands was authored by Henry Steer, in earlier years
a forester for the B.I.A. but now senior forest economist for
.
185
t h e Fores t S ervice.
Steer summarized the situation on forested reservations.
The forests were owned by the Indians and were managed "primarily
for the best benefit of their Indian owners."

He observed that

technically correct forestry practices for the benefit of the
general public were not always compatible with the requirements
of managing reservation timber.

In some situations, timber

sale receipts constituted the only income for Indians, and thus
there was a definite pressure to maximize revenue.

It was clear

to Steer that under these circumstances "insistence upon the
practice of a highly intensive forest policy cannot be justified. 1118

18 5u.s. Congres~, Senate,~ National Plan for
American Forestry, 73:1, 607-632 (H-180),
186 Ibid., 618-619,

80
Stability and continuity, central to forest management,
were denied to Indian lands, for "under decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States the status of Indian lands may be
modified at any time by an act of Congress."

It would be

irrational and unjust, surmised Steer, to apply forestry techniques to Indian lands that postponed income, which then might
be lost by a congressional act that changed the status of the
1 an.
d 187

In sum, Steer believed that the courts and Congress
were to blame for the uncertainty that plagued the Indians.

JBy

implication, the Dawes Act of 1887 did not inclu~i:I. timberland,

and "unfortunate" court interpretation of the act made application
of sustained yield and conservation less likely.

\,G

He judged

· the allotment concept totlargely a failure and saw it as
188
causing economic loss to the Indians.
A National Plan for American Forestry had a major
impact on the course of forestry, generally, and on Indian
forest policy, specifically,

The report provided a blueprint

for the new Democratic majority in Congress as legislation was
drafted or as bills inherited fro~revious adrninistrationd
A

were revised.

Rigorous advocacy by the new /omrnissioner of

Indian Affairs bore fruit and in June 1934 President Roosevelt
187 Ibid., 618-619.
188 Ibid., 614-615,
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signed the Wheeler-Howard Act into law.

189

The Indian Reorganization, or Wheeler-Howard, Act
marked a major change in the federal government's Indian
/
.
.
.
.
. ~1J vk\\ ~~u ~;,,.,.
✓ policy. 190 The legislation was inspired~ sociai worker

l.'

tJv ..

A
~~

Gelif.J:etf':'i4!1,

longtime leader of Indian reformers and critic
/'

of the B. I .A., who had been appointed ,,..Commissioner of Indian
Affairs by President Roosevelt. 191 Collier opposed the
assimilationist philosophy behind the Dawes Act and proposed
instead a revival of traditional tribal insititutions; Indians
were Indians, Collier and his supporters argued, not aspiring
white men and women. 192 The Wheeler-Howard Act ended the
granting of allotments.

Instead, it proposed to ''grant to

those Indians living under Federal tutelage and control the
freedom to organize for the purposes of local self-government
and economic enterprise."

The functions exercised by the B.I.A.

18 9Kinney, ~ Continent Lost, 309-310 (H-170).
190 see Lawrence C. Kelly, "The Indian Reor:r;anization
Act: The Dream and the Reality," Pacific Historical Review,
XLIV(August 1975), 291-312 (H-181).
191 on Collier's appointment, see Lawrence C. Kelly,
"Choosing the New Deal Indian Commissioner: Ickes vs. Collier,"
New Mexico Historical Review, XLIX(October 1974), 269-288 (H103). On his activities in the 1920s, see Kenneth Philp,
"John Collier and the Crusade to Protect Indian Religious
Freedom, 1920-1926," Journal of Ethnic Studies, I(Spring 1973),
22-38 (H-182).
192 on the implementation of these new concepts, see
Graham Taylor, "The Tribal Alternative to Bureaucracy: The
Indian's New Deal, 1933-1945," Journal of the West, XIII(1974),
128-142 (H-183); Graham D. Taylor, "Anthropologists, Reformers,
and the Indian New Deal," Prologue, VII(Fall 1975), 151-162
(H-102); Kelly, "The Indian Reorganization Act," 291-312 (H181) .
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would gradually be turned over to the Indians as they demonstrated their capacity for self-government. 193 In effect, the
reservations were to become semi-independent governmental
entities.
Following the passage of the Wheeler-Howard Act, a tribal
council was established at Tahola.

Henceforth, B.I.A. officials

on the reservation would have to consult closely with the
Indians, involving them in the negotiation of new timber
contracts and the renegotiation of old ones.

The new law

greatly increased the role of the Indians, who previously had
been regarded by reservation personnel as unable to see their
c,•po,,,,.,.J..

own best interests and whose obstinance had occasionally hindered
I\

the effective running of the Quinault.

Unfortunately, this

enhanced position soon produced a conflict with the other new
priority of the agency, conservation,
The regulations governing Indian timber sales had
directed that selective logging "will be practiced on all
.
.
.
,
194
lands chiefly
suitable
for the production
of timber crops."
As we have seen, this directive was ignored because it
conflicted with the methods of logging practical in the
Northwest; similar requirements were overlooked by the Forest
.
µR --:-,J 71. Cci~ 2..J /~:1 1~1'-l(D.. /tt
193Wheeler-Howard Bill, e-ep:y 111 DonalHI. Olar~
,
i
_.Pa per'B, Ma.nusc'I :rpts,,et,l±-eet-:i"'Gn-, . U n i ¥ ~ Waslth1:~te-ri.

:W bPee±:y "(ttztO/tj',
194 u.s. Indian Service--Forestry Branch, General
Timber Sale Regulations, copy in Merrill & Ring Lumber
Company Papers (H-105).
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Service.

Now, the Wheeler-Howard Act "authorized and directed"

the fecretary of the /nterior "to make rules and regulations
for the operation and management of Indian forestry units on
the principle of sustained yield management. 11195 New timber
sale regulations promulgated in 1936, moreover, reinforced
196 Th e Wh ee 1 er- Howar d A ct
. on se 1 ec t·1ve 1 ogg1ng.
.
the emphasis
proviso, along with the conservation orientation of the
Roosevelt/dministration, B.I.A. forester Lee Muck wrote,
meant "that there is no alternative other that LSiY to practice
sustained-yield forestry on the Quinaielt Indian Reservation-a requirement which when viewing .the problem from a practical
standpoint reduces the issue to the development of the Quinaielt
in accordance with practical selective logging methods. 1119 7
Muck's interpretation of the relationship between the
Wheeler-Howard Act mandate for sustained yield and selective
logging merits discussion.

First of all, sustained yield is a

term having two different meanings.

During the early years of

American forestry, when European theories were dominant,
19 5wheeler-Howard Bill, copy in D. Clark Papers (H104).
1 9 6Di~est of Timber Sellin~ Re~ulation □, U.S. Indian
Service, March 14, 1939, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-106).
197Muck to Nicholson, October 15, 1938, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-82). Visiting the Olympic Peninsula
in 1937, President Roosevelt viewed a clear-cut area along
the Olympic Highway and fumed: "I hope the lumberman who is
responsible for this is roasting in hell." Elmo Richardson,
"Olympic National Park: Twenty Years of Controversy," Forest
History, XII(April 1968), 10 (H-184).
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sustained yield was primarily a biological concept--to grow
trees at a rate equivalent to exploitation in order to assure
future supplies.

The American lumber industry, popular

folklore to the contrary, faced chronically glutted markets
and fluctuating prices; scarcity was not a problem, but
oversupply 9f timber was causing serious trouble.

As the

lumber industry migrated westward in its continental quest for
standing timber, the depleted forest lands left in its wake
I? ol"',4r.nA
~ the image of impending shortages.
But as far as the
national lumber market was concerned there was too much lumber,
driving prices downward and threatening the stability of
lumber-dependent communities.
The means to stabilize these lumber-dependent communities
and to control overproduction were constantly sought.

A new

concept of sustained yield was given national prominence in
1931 by the National Timber Conservation Board, which had been
appointed by President Hoover at the request of the lumber
industry.

This new concept was market-oriented,

Lumber pro-

duction was to be sustained at a level compatible with the
market's ability to absorb it without lowering prices.

The

previous goal of sustaining forests was augmented by the goal
of sustaining the lumber industry.
Lee Muck was coauthor of a Timber Conservation Board
report that spelled out how forested Indian lands should be
incorporated into the larger forest land picture.

His report

recommended that the Olympic Peninsula be divided into several
subunits, one of which would be a Grays Harbor Unit.

~h~
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Quinault Reservation would be part of this latter unit. 198
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This new concept of sustained yield, wherein timber
production within a specified area would be coordinated among
the several owners to the mutual benefit of the local forest
l(J,.<_j

industry and the owner, proved popular.

The forestry literature

I\

of the period includes frequent favorable references to sustained
yield, and in 1937 Congress authorized the .iecretary of the
Xnterior to establish sustained yield units on the revested
Oregon and California Railroad lands in western Oregon. In
[ 5r; ~hf 1:n-J
_.
1944 Congress approvedA a similar pro_~ram fo,r ~~~ ,.Secretary of
().,,,,,, t ... 1-.,~-'-\f,._,_" , ( tt" tt• ,,)-,.. , 1 '-J,,,.,, (~P,_,.,,.

Agriculture and the vastfational Forest systemA

The first

r I t.,.f~ f

(and only) cooperative sustained yield unit appeared in the
Grays Harbor vicinity, where the Simpson Timber Company of
Shelton entered into a 100 year agreement with the Olympic
National Forest to manage their adjacent ownerships as one
--I
Q·• • {f •r)"',.,,.A,1 '~'L1 ,_,_,_ w ..v"-'Y" \.\.1.A.-.. 1 · 1'1-I-:\,
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When Muck wrote to Nicholson in 1938 linking sustained
1

(A

"'~~--

yield to selective logging, he was reiterating the substance of
his proposal of seven years earlier.

But selective logging,

198L ee Muck and Percy E. Melis, "The Status of
Indian Forests in Relation to a National Program of Sustained
Yield," Bureau of Indian Affairs, September 15, 1931 (H-185).
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too, was taking on a new appearance in the Pacific Northwest.
3C..

Forest Service researchers published a monograph in 19~ that
portrayed selective logging of Douglas fir as a reasonable
/"IC,~

alternative to clear cutting.

The fact that selective logging

allowed the taking of only the most valuable individual trees
caused many to see this as a way of bolstering an industry
beset by economic woes.

Among the opponents of selective

logging in the Douglas fir region were forestry specialists
like Thornton Munger who were convinced that clearbutting
,._,
was the most desirable silvicultural method.

It is not clear

how many acres were logged in the Pacific Northwest following
the new selective logging guidelines, but at first opportunity
,.-.

professional foresters reinstituted clear.......cutting in those
areas where in their judgment selective logging practices were
inappropriate.
Selective logging and the management of timberlands
for purposes of sustained yield of raw material represented a
considerable change for the Northwest lumber industry.

"The

American lumberman," one observer noted, "has no conception of
"'2,.o-0

a sustained forest.'~ Most lumbermen, though, could accept
,
l, . .
such concepts, at least in theory. -E-u:t iirfost Indians) could
\4., ~- i-

1

·'- -~,,.

,.

not, and as a result of the Wheeler-Howard Act their opposition
.,,,,,..,

,W-0

~ - C. Mumaw to Hutchinson, n. d. but around fall
4, Irving M. Clark Papers, Manuscripts Collection, Uniity of Washington Library (H-107).
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could be effective.

The conflict between the aims of the

Roosevel t,,.'dministration' s policies of Indian self-government
and conservation of natural resources was revealed in the
debate over the future of the Quinault Lake Unit.
The Northwest lumber industry suffere~pevere
economic difficulties during the early 19J0s.

~

At the peak

of the depression, 1.5 million acres of forest land in Washington
state were subject to tax foreclosure.

2ot- Many companies went

under and many others had a difficult time avoiding that fate.
Among these latter companies was the Ozette Railway Company,
the logging contractor on Quinault Lake.

The company had bid

higher prices for all species of timber than were obtained
by the B,I.A. for other sales units, and as a result had been
2

unable to operate since about 1931. 0)

The health of Alex

Polson, the company's president, had collapsed under the strain
of these developments. 2 09-- By 1934, Ozette was planning to
resume operations, superintendent Nicholson reported, provided
"a satisfactory price agreement can be arrived at. 112 o&
20 ~u.s. Department of Interior, Annual Report of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, .12.E_, 16 (H-186).
20

1-tr. S, Goodyear to F. E. Balmer, September 8, 1939,
Clarence D. Martin Papers, Washington State Archives (H-108).
2 o.!Floyd H. Philips to Paul Coughlin, June 15, 1942,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-109).
20
,Jerome to Clark L. Ring, March 26, 1931, Merrill
& Ring Lumber Company Papers (H-110).
.

20
A'Nicholson to Muck, August 6, 1934, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-111).
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Most of the Quinault Lake allottees favored the
20
revision downward of the contract prices. 1;, "The Indians,
of course," Nicholson stated, "are anxious that something be
done in order that logging operations may be resumed so that
funds will start coming in for their use. 1120 ~ Under the
Wheeler-Howard Act, the Indians participated in the
renegotiation of the contract.
This presented some difficulties, as only 73 of the
178 Quinault Lake allottees resided on the reservation, the
rest being scattered throughout Washington, OregonJ and
California.

"The matter of explaining these matters to the

various allottees," Nicholson informed John Collier, "will
be rendered more difficult because of the fact that the allottees affected reside over a large area and it would be impossible to get a majority group of them together at any one
meeting. 1120fl Nevertheless, a committee appointed by the
tribal council at Tahola helped draft the modified contract,
which was then sent to Washington for approval.

The national

office, however, insisted that the revised contract contain
provisions requiring selective logging and a pooling of allotments not yet logge~ so that all allottees would receive
20

G-r~icho lson to Muck, August 2 7, 1934, Taho la Ind1an
Agency Records (H-112).
201Nicholson to Muck, August 6, 1934, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-111).

ZOINicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
April 17, 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-113).
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annual payments rather than having to wait until the timber
was actually removed to receive the bulk of their income.

20

f

But the Indians opposed these requirements, especially the
former.
Lee Muck pointed out that the Quinault Lake Unit
was almost completely allotted.

Therefore, "a modification

of the contract in such manner as to permit of pr~:;_ctical
operations under authority thereof will require that fully 90
per cent of the allottees involved execute allotment contract
modifications--in fact, the entire setup requires full coopBration
from all parties in interest if the project is to be a success."
Muck visited Taholah in May 1935 to discuss the revision with

f G_ ,·--'1 - fw o
~

allottees.

Those present voted 13-11 against the proposed
r_,,.
reduction in stumpage prices0/~nd rejected selective logging

by a vote of 14-3.

"The verbal opposition to the proposed

plan of selective logging was almost entirely concerned with
the possibility of losses from windthrow," Muck reported.
"However, we are inclined to the opinion that the reduction
in income which would occur under this system is the principal
l,,/0

reason for it not being received with more favor."~· The
Indians desired to receive full return on their holdings in
20 iNicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
December 9~ 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-114) .

.,,,, "'

~Muck to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May 11,
1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-115).
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the shortest possible time.
The B.I.A. suggested that a committee of Indians
investigate timber values in the Grays Harbor region so as
to determine for themselves the justice of the planned price
reduction. 21 1 Four allottees were chosen for this task, but
only one made a personal survey of private, stat~and federal
lands in the area.

In their report, the four Indians affirmed

that the modified prices of $3,50 for Douglas fir and $1 for
hemlock "are fair prices for the timber in the Quinault Lake
. t ,,211,.
Unl .
The Quinault business council called a meeting at
Tahola to consider the report, read by forest supervisor James
Howarth in the absence of the committee members.

The ~ fh 1 ft;"l

Indians present reaffirmed their right of review of all
sections of the contract.

They also expressed their opposition

to selective logging, which was defended by Howarth.

"Their

argument was that the balance would blow down and go to waste,"
Howarth observed.

"The most positive reaction of the meeting
was the opposition to selective logging. 112 :1..l
Ozette was ready to begin operations on a selective
21

fNicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 23, 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-116).
21
~Report to Indians Allotted in the Quinaielt Lake
Unit and Others Allotted North of Quinaielt River, November
9, 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-117).
2 1JHowarth to Nicholson, November 21, 1935, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-118).
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loggin.e; basis, Nicholson wrote at the end of 1935, "taking all
the timber in some strips and taking out some of the larger
timber in the intervening strips, as much as we would
designate with the idea that the remaining timber would be
windfirm and also a fire barrier."

But a majority of the

Indians were opposed and would reject any selective logging
requirement in the modified contract.

"Only our practice

heretofore to disregard this selective logging provision,"
Nicholson pointed out, "seems now to stand in the Wccy of our
enforcing it against the wishes of the allottees.

And they

do more and more object to any system that will hold from logging any substantial volume of their timber. 1121'1A group of Indian representatives traveled to ·Washington,
D. C. in early 1936 for a conference on the Quinault Lake
1,--.1!..,_

jA..i.1-ck

(f...i)

with B.I.A. forestry 9irector Robert Marshall, who would soon

I\

become chief of the Division of Recreation and Lands of the
Forest Service and who was an outspoken wilderness enthusiast~
aRd-Lee_,.cMi...0k.

Marshall informed the Indians that under the

revised contract "the old method of clear cutting will no
longer be pursued."

All timber on the unit would eventually

be cut, but only about half would be removed the first time
over the unit, which would take a decade.

"The value of

21'rNicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
December 9, 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-114).

the voters did not all understand what they had voted for,"
not seconded." 216
Quinault Lake Unit.

Logging was once again underway on the

H~~.,,.
~

the opposition to the end of clear

cutting was by no means silenced.
The Quinault business council maintained that most of
the reservation was allotted and that the timber represented
2
1$Conf erence Between Quinaiel t Indian Delegation
and Forestry Division in Washington Office, January 24, 1936,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-119),
·
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the total value of those parcels of land.

Therefore, Nicholson

recorded, "the cutting policy on these allotted timbered areas
should be the policy which has been in effect on the reservation and other coastal areas for many years.

They feel that

their allotments, or at least part of the timber thereon,
should not be sacrificed in experiments involving other
methods of cutting."

The Indians were willing to leave

selected areas of immature timber standing

but insisted that

A~•.(•lh•.J

the rest be clear.:Cut.

If this was not agreed to, they con/\

templated a suit against the federal government.

"They .

feel . . . that in view of the drastic changes in cutting
policies, established without consultation with them, they
owe it to themselves to take some steps to protect their
property rights and to determine what rights, if any, they
have in the disposition of their timber.rr-2 17
Superintendent Nicholson believed that a court case
would result unless a softening of the B.I.A. 's position was
-218
ho,-,,•/'•>
forthcoming.,
~ t h e word from Washington,) was that compromise
was out of the question.

"All future sales should be made

with a clear understanding that destructive methods will not
be permitted and that a policy of light selection cutting must

217 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 10, 1937, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-121).
-218 N.ic h o 1 son t o Comm1ss1oner
. .
.
Affairs,
.
o f I ndian
September 22, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-122).
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prevail," Lee Muck informed Nicholson.

As a practical matter,

the selective logging provisions in those contracts let prior
to the organization of the Quinaults under the Wheeler-Howard
Act would not be enforced.

Those units, Muck stated, "probably

will not be developed under selection cuiting methods.

However,

this condition should not deter us from forcing the practice
of forestry on all sales which may be made in the future. 11219
As predicted by Nicholson, a number of Indians brought
suit in federal court in early 1939, challenging the right of
the government to impose selective logging on the reservation. 220
They questioned the authority of the Y"nterior ,/ecretary to
make timber regulations and contended that imposition of
selective logging was unfair) because clearcutting
had been
...._,,
allowed under the original contracts.

The government countered

that the reservation would be worthless without its timber.
Therefore, it was "imperative that every provision be taken
•
. lt Fores t w1. 11 b e perpetuated." 2 21
to the end that t h e Qu1na1e
In his decision in the Eastman case, handed down in February
1940, Judge Yankivich ruled that the iecretary of the I~terior
1
did not have the right to issue regulations covering the sale
219Muck to Nicholson, October 15, 1938, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-82).
22 0N. h 1
. .
.
Affa1rs,
.
1c o son t o c·omm1ss1oner
of I nd1an
March 23, 1939, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-12J). The
Indians' attorney, W. E. Ackerman of Aberdeen, apparently
hoped to become an agent for timber sales by Indian allottees
if he won the case. Philips to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
April 8, 1940, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-124).
221
Memorandum re case of Eastman et al v. United States,
November JO, 1939, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-125).
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of allotted timber.

222

Meanwhile, efforts had been underway to reach agreement on a policy that would preserve timber for future generations
while producing an income for the current one.

"We must look

at the situation from the allottee's point of view," Nicholson
warned the /ommissioner, "for otherwise we will run into great
opposition . . . . We are sure that almost none of the allottees
will long remain quiet after logging their allotments if much
of the values are left. 11223 Quinault forest personnel James
Howarth, Lester McKeever and Frank Briggs reflected on the
J

dilemma.

"None of us desire to see a continuation of the

practice of logging clean over wide areas," the three men
wrote.

"But there must be some kind of compromise bewteen

the very light selection cutting and the older methods of
cutting or knocking down everything.

The Indians want all
their timber is worth and they want it now. 11224
Other factors in addition to Indian opposition helped
to make selective logging on the reservation impractical.

The

evidence from five sample selective logging plots established
in 1938 indicated heavy losses from windfall, and high wtnds
222
Oscar L. Chapman to Attorney General, May 7,
1940, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-126).
223 Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 22, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-122).
224
McKeever, Frank Briggs and Howarth to Nicholson,
November 10, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-127).

were frequent in the area.

"A large amount of timber is

felled every decade in the Olympics by windstorms," a Forest
Service official noted in 1935,

"Many billions of feet have
been laid low in this way in the last twenty five years. 1122 5
In the major windstorm of December 1940, damage on the
experimental plots, forest supervisor A. G. Hauge reported,
"was very serious with practically no damage in adjacent virgin
timber. 11226 Losses to wind continued to be serious thereafter. 22 7
Topography and prevailing timber species also militated against selective logging, especially on the northern
half of the reservation, where new timber sales were being
contemplated in the early 1940s.

"Because of the type of

stand and contributing soil, moisture and wind factors,"
superintendent George La Vatta wrote, "the areas on which
tree selection cutting can be practiced are limited to
restricted isolated areas. 11228 North of the river, commented
Hauge, "the broken topography and including poorly drained
swamp areas determine the necessity of donkey logging on a
22
5F. M. Brundage to Irving M. Clark, May 24, 1935,
I. Clark Papers (H-128).
226
H
A. G. ttauge to Thornton T. Munger, June 20,
1944, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-129),
227
Hauge to La Vatta, June 5, 1944, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-130).
228 La Vatta to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, June
12, 1944, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-131).
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sufficient acreage to eliminate the possibility of establishing
any extensive tractor logged tree selection areas."

It would

be very difficult to leave ~elected trees or strips of trees
standing, and even if this was done they would surely blow
d own. 229

.

.
The only practicable means of managing the reservation
on a sustained yield basis involved area selection accompanied
by annual logging quotas.

.........._

Clear____..cut plots would alternate

with areas left standing to provide for fire protection and
reproduction.

Limitations on logging volume would enable

the areas first cut over to be again suitable for logging
by the time the original forest had been completely removed.
A report prepared by B.I.A. forester Carthon Patrie in the
late 19J0s recommended that no more than 25 per,-,cent
of the
'-old growth Douglas fir and cedar be removed in each of ~-IL~~
year cutting cycles. 230 Quinault foresters argued that this
was unrealistic.

"If successive cuttings JO years apart are

restricted to a like percentage of the original volume," they
contended, "then it would be 120 years after the first cutting
before the last of the original stand is cut.
beyond a human life span and such a rule

This is far
. would in

229Hauge to La Vatta, June 5, 1944, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-1JO).
2 30Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 22, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-122).
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effect be depriving the owner of the use of his property without
compensation and so unconstitutional as a law or regulation. 112 3 1
Reservation officials proposed that the anrnJ/l§J cut

(\., .. ,,.. +

.(: l,b.,,

on the Quinault be limited to~ million feet.

This would
A.

supposedly put timber operations on a sustained yield footing.
The Indians, in turn, suggested a quota of 100 million feet,
"so that," Hauge observed, "they will obtain the benefits to
be derived from the sale of their timber. 11232 A quota of ~«;"1~-C:1 -{;..,.,
million feet a year was finally established in the mid-1940s.
This quota, ~uperintendent Melvin Helander asserted in 1947,
was meant "to insure that cutting may be maintained as a continuous operation," an approach that was "based on sound economic
principles. 11233 But reliance on the questionable 1915-1917
cruise and failure to prepare a comprehensive timber inventory
made it difficult to determine proper quotas.
Clear~utting, then, remained the prevailing practice
l()1.... IL/, t,,,7W/'< ~1...-y,,
on the reservation, as it did" throughout the No::~~,:~]:__ ,,,,..,..(')
1

Because of climate, topography~ soil conditions, it was the
)

A

only feasible means of harvesting timber on much of the reser;\~",.o

vation.

fffl'd- it was the only method of logging acceptable to

the Indian allottees, who could exercise a considerable impact
231 McKeever, et al., to Nicholson, November 10,
1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-127).
2 3 2Hauge to La Vatta, June 5, 1944, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-130).
233Melvin Helander to Mrs. Mary Amelia Smith, January
31, 1947, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-132).
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on decision-making as a result of the Wheeler-Howard Act and
who opposed any plan that would not give them the most
immediate and complete return for their timber.
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Still, increasing emphasis was placBd on such concerns.~35Regulations that forbade logging within a quarter mile of
the Olympic Highway were at least for a time enforced, despite
the protests of the Quinault business council that this "action
:l-,~5

is unjust to the Indians."~ Reservation officia-ls agreed
that this was the case.

"We are heartily in sympathy with

preservation of virgin stands of timber along highways and
streams," N, 0, Nicholson informed the Indian Commissioner.
"But where this timber is privately owned we do not see how
this can be done by regulation alone."

The government might

well mandate that small trees be left standing in such areas .
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~ r i o r to 1933, an average of only $30,000 a year
was expended nationally by the B.I.A. on conservation work
on Indian timberlands. J. P. Kinney, "E.C.W. on Indian
Reservations," Journal of Forestry, XXXI(February 1933),
911 (H-188) .
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Cleveland Jackson to Nicholson, August 17, 1936,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-1JJ),
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"But to say that private timber shall never be cut is something
else entirely and we do not think it can stand in the courts
where the Government does not provide a way for paying its

°

full worth. 1123

Conservation work, such as the building of

fire trails, was also carried out by members of the Civilian
Conservation Corps, although there apparently were no C.C.C.
camps on the reservation. 23

V

Reservation foresters also continued the policy of
not burning slash that had been established in the mid-1920s. 2 .38
A study made of cutover lands demonstrated the wisdom of this
approach.

"Where fires have been kept out of an area, the

class of stocking of reproduction has been satisfactory to
excellent,".the survey concluded.

But where areas had been
.·"'',

burned over after logging, only about 20 per cent had been
·~/

~

satisfactorily restocked and 40 per:}ent were unstacked.

~ f ~,

dllV.(,..tltr.-:~1 "!>1w,U

rut;,

The movement to area selection logging, moreover, promised to

"

reduce extensive accumulations of slash and thus lessen the
23 ~Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
August 19, 19.36, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-1_34).
23 ~Memorandum, Locations and Names of all CCC Camps
in Washington, June 11, 19.35, Martin Papers (H-1.35). Nationally,
over 15,000 Indians were employed by the C.C.C. Parman, "The
Indian and the Civilian Conservation Corps," .39-56 (H-187);
Calvin W. Gower, "The CCC Indian Division: Aid for Depressed
Americans," Minnesota History, XLIII(Spring 1972), J-13 (H-1_36).
23~owarth to Marshall, September 23, 19.35, Tahola
Indian A~ency Records (H-137).
MJ.Vincent J, Keeler to District Forester, October
J, 1946, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-1J8).
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fire danger. 240 The only major impetus in favor of burning
came during World War II, when theformy urged coastal timber
owners to (;.re~~i}])b~n slas~in order to reduce the chance
that major forest fires would start and provide beacons for
Japanese naval movements. 241
The wishes of the Indians, as we have seen, received
considerably more attention than in the past and so did their
needs.

"The present administration," one company was informed,

"insists that Indians be trained in forestry as well as in
other lines to fill jobs in the Indian Service. 1124 2. Accordingly,
a number of Indians were trained to scale logs on the sales
units. 243

This brought a series of protests from loggers,

with Paul Smith complaining that "it is not fair to the
operators to use Indians for this purpose because they would
naturally have a bias in favor of the Indians who are selling
the timber.

It would be practically the same proposition as

a saw mill buying logs on the loggers scale instead of on the

24tNicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 10, 1937, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-121).
24 1General Robert H. Lewis to Arthur B. Langlie,
March 4, 1943, Arthur B. Langlie Papers, Washington State
Archives (H-139).
24lwicholson to Washington Pulp and Paper Corp.,
.
April 5, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-140),
24.JNicholson to W. H. Dole, December 19, 1935,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-141).
·
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Bureau scale. 112

4':t

Forester James Howarth countered that the

Indian trainees were carefully supervised and "have done very
well and have shown no disposition to favoritism.•_r 24O
Consideration of the Indians had improved markedly
since the days of the early 1920s.

For the most part agency

J~:cc.e~:0£,:-::±h'.dhi¾e

offGicials viewed their primary clients as the allottees.
t>ftr.""h

This did not mean, however, that the
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was ignored.
Only one small timber unit was sold during the 1930s

and operations on the original uni ts were frequently idled

because of adverse economic conditions.

Quinault foresters

thus had less work in connection with administration of the
timber units and they also had less money with which to operate.
As income from timber sales diminished, so too did the balance
t!,(t v \'< I'•, V,.,1,_,f

on hand in the Treasury ~nnt to finance forestry operations.
The fund had reached a high point of $60,000 in 1928, but
fell into the red by 1932 and had accumulated a deficit of
nearly $80,000 by 1938.

Forest~upervisor Howarth requested

that the administrative fee be increased to the maximum
allowable 10 per""cent,
so as to strengthen the financial
._,..
,

2

!4-smi th to Nicholson, December 23, 1935, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-142). The Aloha Lumber Company
maintained that Indian assistant scaler James Bryson was
overscaling by 500 to 1,000 feet per railroad car. Nicholson
to Dole, December 19, 1935, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H141) .
2
4.&Howarth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January
6, 1936, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-143).
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position, but was turned down. 240 There may have been
less administrative work and restricted funds, but there
was no surfeit of problems involving logging operations.
B,I,A. officials had to deal with frequent complaints
from small logging operators in the Grays Harbor region that
they were being deprived of a chance to acquire Quinault
timber.

The companies that had purchased the sales units,

the small loggers charged, controlled access to the reservation..

This was not true, superintendent Philips countered

in 1942, as the units under contract "do not necessarily
restrict any logging activity or create any right of way
problems."

Future contractors would have no difficulty

building truck roads and could use the Ozette Railway, which
was a common carrier.

Philips also rejected charges that the

large operators were being allowed to pay prices "not more than
one half the prices" charged by the Forest Service on its
adjacent Cook Creek Unit.

It was true that Douglas fir

stumpage cost $5.56 per thousand feet on the latter and only

$J.25 on the Quinault Lake Unit.

But, maintained Philips,

"the Cook Creek Unit on all species presents a higher average
quality" and also was "an exceptionally favorable" location

24 ~owarth to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
March 19, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records~(H-43~
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.
24ff
for 1 ogging.
U~der pressure from allottees and in order to mollify
the small loggers, .a number of small sales had been made
f,.{.n,
during the depression years. About 5t7 such sales were made
between 1935 and 1937, mostly along the Olympic Highway and
usually limited to

tr. ,
~

acres.

"Generally the loggers contac-t

the Indian owners who come in and urge us to sell their timber,"
1-4 o war th
..Wieno3:-'oE wrote.
At least half of those persons employed as a
result were supposed to be Indians or related by marriage to
an Indian. 248 While making some concessions to the small
operators, however, most administrative work continued to
focus on the major companies logging the sales units.
The B.I.A. was no longer willing to agree to the
waiver of cutting requirements.

"Under previous admini-

strations," W. H. Dole of the Aloha Lumber Company noted in
late 1933, "if we found that we could not log all the timber
annually required by our contracts, we would apply to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for acceptance of a lesser
amount as complying in full with our contracts.

This has

always been given, so as to keep our contracts in good
standing."

But John Collier indicated that this would no

24 iPhilips to Commmissioner of Indian Affairs,
May 18, 1942, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-146).
24
t~m~
aj' Ivd i av Aff:;d r.,
October 5, 1937, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-147).
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longer be standard procedure.~

This decision created a

rather serious problem for reservation loggers.
The National Industrial Recovery Act, keystone of
the Roosevelt Administration's initial efforts to combat the
depression, authorized individual industries to establish
production quotas as a means of controlling output and forcing
up prices.

J code

Such quotas were implemented by the N.R.A. lumber

authority, quotas tha:)conflicted with B.I.A. contract

specifications.

"It would seem as though we stand in a peculiar

position between two Government powers," Dole observed, "namely
the N.R.A. and the Department of the Interior, one requiring
that we log our full contract requirements and the other
limiting our production to 50% or less of these requirements."
A real dilemma confronted Dole J and he urged that the N.R.A.
attempt to have the Interior Department overrule the policy
of its Indian Office. 2 50
Relief was not obtained before the N.R.A. collapsed,
first from bureaucratic confusion and then by order of the
Supreme Court in 1935,

"Neither this office nor the Washington

Office are desirous of imposing any undue hardship on you,"
Nicholson informed Dole in reference to a request that cutting
__g;jDole to Production Committee, Pacific Northwest
Loggers Association, October 5, 19JJ, Aloha Lumber Company
Papers (H-1L~8).
2 54:>Ibid.
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requirements on the Mounts Unit be waived.

"You should realize,

however, that the Indian owners of this stumpage are entitled
to some consideration.

They entered into these contracts

with the expectation that the amounts specified in the contracts
would reasonably be cut, and that these amounts would be
distributed for the benefit of the individual Indians effected."
Aloha had failed to cut the required timber for several years
by 1937 and the B.I.A. was insisting than an extra advance
payment be made to the allottees as compensation.

The Indians,

Nicholson pointed out, "feel that they are entitled to some
donsideration in the matter.'

;!ff~

Less than a year later, however, Nicholson supported
Aloha's request for a waiver of cutting and payment requirements
on the Hall Unit.

"From our information and belief as to the

financial ability of the Aloha Lumber Company and the market
conditions," he told the Indian /ommissioner, "we are confident
that the company did all that it was able to do in the past
contract year to perform its obligations."

If extra 8dv;:::_nce

payments were required, furthermore, "the company could not
meet them."

The contract prices on the unit, Nicholson con-

tinued, "are all that we figure the timber is worth and more
than it would likely sell for at this time," and only "possible

•

J.!t.Nicholson to Dole, September 9, 1937, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-149),
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financial disaster" would prevent Aloha from eventually
removing the timber. 2 52.
The improved lumber market during World War II led
to an increase in contract prices on the reservation in mid1942.

The price of Douglas fir on the Quinault Lake Unit,

for example, was increased from $J.25 per thousand feet to
2
The Quinault
$4.25, while hemlock jumped from $1 to $1.75 ~
council had voted unanimously in favor of these increases1 2 5!f
I
And they were put into effect despite the opposition of the
logging operators.

"While it is true the market prices on

Lflemlockl logs have advanced considerably," D. A. Kurtz, general
manager of Aloha, maintained, "all other costs have risen on
the same scale until returns are 2.bout on the same basis they
were two or three years ago. 112 55
The loggers received more consideration in other
areas.

In late 1945, reservation officials endorsed a waiver

of minimum cut requirements for the Ozette Railway Company.
2
5¾icholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
April 21, 19J8, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-150).
253 Philips to Coughlin, June 15, 1942, Tahola Indian
Agency Records (H-109),
2
~Philips to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May
lJ, 1942, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-151).
2
~ . A. Kurtz to Philips, May 26, 1942, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-152).
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The company had fallen short because of the wartime labor
shortage.

"Many of the experienced regular employees,"

superintendent La Vatta noted, " . . . were taken in the
defense industries or were attracted by the high returns
obtained from commercial fishing."

The Indians meeting at

Tahola had voted 10-1 against relief for Ozette, but only four
of those voting were Quinault Lake allottees.

Thus, La Vatta

argued, "the general meeting which we called did not constitute
a poll of the allottee timber owners and the action taken on
this contract provision may prove detrimental rather than of
benefit to the interests of the 2.llottee timber owners. 112 5'&
While looking after the work on past sales, reservation foresters were also planning the sale of new units.
Only one small unit, the eight allotment Milwaukee Trail Unit,
had been sold since 1928, and owners of allotments north of
the river were pressing for sales so that they could begin to
realize an income from their holdings.

There was an estimated

two billion feet of timber, most of it cedar and hemlock, on
the northern half of the reservation. 25 , This timber was not
as desirable as that south of the river.

"Much of the cedar,"

2 5~a Vatta to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
October 9, 1945, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-153).
2 51Hauge and McKeever to La Vatta, September 22,
1943, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-154).
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agency clerk Vincent J. Keeler pointed out, "is swamp type
rough over mature and dead of poor quality with a high percentage of defect. 1125a

Though lacking in quality, the timber

still promised to bring a good return for its owners.
Utilizing their new influence, allottees from north
of the river began urging new sales in the mid-1930s.

The

Quinault council voted 18-0 in favor of selling the remaining
reservation timber in November 1935.

The voters demanded that

1iv~~

contracts require removal of the timber within 00 years and
that clearcutting be allowed.
\,...,

Some of the Indians, forest

supervisor James Howarth recorded, called for payment of the
"full value of the timber at the start rather than ten percent."
There was more interest among the Indians in prospective new
sales than in any other matter, Howarth observed.~

Sales were discussed in detail when tribal council
representatives journeyed to the nation's capital in January
1936 for meetings with B.I.A. forestry division administrators.
"The present time is a very poor time to make a sale of
Indian

Stumpage," the representatives were told, "because of

the low stumpage prices now being paid."

A large amount of

privately/2wned timber in western Washington was being dumped
2 58vincent J. Keeler to Commissioner
of Indian
Affairs, April 5, 1943, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H155).

~Howarth

to Nicholson, November 21, 1935, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-118).
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on the market by white men eager to get out from under their
tax burden.

"This procedure," B.I.A. officials contended,

"while it may be good for white men who have to pay t2,xes,
does not seem desirable for Indians who do not."

The allottees

should subsist on their federal relief payments until market
conditions improved. 26 0 Nevertheless, the Indians continued
to press for timber sales.
The timber on the northern half of the reservation
was less desirable than that previously sold.

The depressed

national economy also militated against sale of new units,
as purchasers would have to make some two million dollars in
advance payments. 26'1 "The large amount of money necessary
for advance payments and including interest on the money over
a period of years," Keeler commented, "is an important
contributing factor in making this timber unattractive to
prospective purchasers. 1126'- In order to relieve the pressure,
reservation officials allowed a number of small sales north
of the river during the 1930s, despite the fact that they
were, according to Nicholson, "costly to administer."

He

reported that "until all this northern half timber is under
contract to some big and wealthy operator or bought up by the
26 Pconference Between Quinaielt Indian Delegation
and Forestry Division in Washington Office, January 24,
1936, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-119),
26 tNicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 22, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-122).
26
~eeler to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, April
5, 1943, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-155).
·
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tribe or Government we will be continually pressed to sell
in small bits as often as market conditions pick up a little. 112 6.B
Serious planning for a new sale, which would combine
all allotments north of the river into one huge unit, began
during the war years.

The Ozette Railway Company expressed

most interest in acquiring the timber on this basis.

"We

believe," company head Arnold Polson wrote, "that if this
timber can be handled as one unit, on a fair basis, it will
be possible to practice better forestry and give better fire
protection than would be done by two or more operators working
independently, without adequate interchange of facilities."
A{so
~

the market could be exploited more efficiently as well.

{.4, . . 1f._, . ~~

Polson edBG proposed that allottees be paid a percentage of
the sales price attained by the logger rather than by the
prevailing system of advance payments, with prices periodically
adjusted according to an assessment of market conditions.
There was "a lag of time" before allottees could benefit
from rising prices under the current system, Polson pointed
out, while they were not compensated for this lag during
periods of falling prices because the logger normally shut
2
down operations. ~
Foresters Hauge and McKeever agreed that
261Nicholson to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
September 22, 1938, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-122).
2
~Arnold Polson to La Vatta, September 10, 1943,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-156).
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the percentage payment scheme "would be a very fair
26.6
arrangement to both the Indians and the operator."

But

by abandoning the advance payment format, the scheme would
allow Polson, Keeler objected, to "tie up all of the 5emainini7
timber on the reservation" without turning over any money. 26 ~
With the Polson proposal as one possible course,
discussions were held with the allottees during the latter
part of the war.

The allottees "are very much concerned,"

superintendent La Vatta reported, "in that the timber is a
mature virgin stand and should be cut so as to prevent
further losses from deterioration, windthrow, diseases, insect
infestation, or other causes, and to make possible the realization of some income and benefits, especially to the many
elderly and indigent Indians represented in the ownership."
The Indians had "strongly expressed" their desire that the
26
timber be sold.

?

There was a dispute over how muol:µ timber should be
cut per year on the new sale unit in order to practice sustained
yield.

Indians and loggers both desired an annual cut of

100 million feet, while agency foresters believed that 40 to
50 million feet "would maintain the operation for 45 to 50
years when the second growth would begin to come into pro2 ti6Hauge and McKeever to La Vatta, September 22,
1943, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-154).
26 ~inutes of Staff Meeting, April 17, 1945, Tahola
Indian Agency Records (H-157).
26
~La Vatta to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
May 28, 1945, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-158).
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duction. 11268

It was finally determined that a sale would be

made in 1947, although scaled down to half a billion feet of
,-G,C,

timber on 440 allotments.~

The sale of large units was

justified in the same fashion as two decades earlier.

"Scat-

tered logging operations and sales," superintendent Melvin
Helander noted in 1948, "destroy the 'method and order in
harvesting' required by the regulations.1127O But the sale of
new units was delayed until the early 1950s, when the Taholah
and Crane Creek units were sold.
The New Deal years brought significant alterations
in the way in which B.I.A. foresters approached their task on
.{"J(,.1
the Quinaul t. The Indians were brough \ into the picture as
participants in the formulation of reservation policy.

~

'the implications of clear cutting and other standard forest
practices caused a new appreciation for conservation to come
to the fore.

Indian involvement and conservation were both

admirable and overdue policies, but the former canceled out
the latter cs a realistic possibility to a significant extent.
As often occurs, good sentiments resulted in confusion.

Once

again, the difficulties of applying theory to reality had been
demonstrated.
26
~auge and McKeever to La Vatta, September 22,
1943, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-154).
~Helander to Metzler, McCormick and Metzler,
November 19, 1946, Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-159).
27 ~elander to Edwin Scarborough, June 21, 1948,
Tahola Indian Agency Records (H-160).
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From a management standpoint, conditions on the
Quinault Indian Reservation had always been rather unique.
The allotment system imposed severe problems on those persons
charged with the care of reservation timber resources.
Efficient management required that the reservation be considered
as a whole, but the allotment system required that it be·considered in fragments.

The Quinault was not a forest, but a

congeries of mini-forests, legislative fiat having impose~
an artificial grid on the more logical organization of
geography.

Management was as a result expensive, uncertain

and inefficient.

The gathering together of timber holdings

into sales units only partially obviated the problems resulting
from allotment.

Because of this distinctive feature, there is

really no way in which the adequacy of management can be
compared to that on adjacent public and private lands.

The

various jurisdictions adjoined each other, but a vast gulf
separated them.
As foresters, B.I,A. officials on the J:,es.ervation

f't>.-~

mirrored developments in their profession in the Northwest
~

"-

and reflected the polici~s of the executive. branch of. the
"
,.,_.,J -ti. pr,~ tr? •I e,t,. ~ .
.
federal government~ During the 1920s, they were primarily
concerned with the sale of tirnberr rQfl9oting tRe probttshress a Ltitudoo ef tlre rra:-tiona:r--'Rep--utrli.-cmr admirris Lra Liens,

Handling the mechanics o f ~ sales process=was ~ what
- tl f.Jff"li;:. ,{
run gf the ~.llAforestry amounted to in the region, a s ~
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~ ~~7~s
tho more advanced--

fcr.ee □ tors

e-eald: fof"esee art end to tho tim'sor:

measures.

Non-B.I.A. foresters did not have to
, contend with
such opposition, as federal and state g ~ ~ t s and most

lumber companies intended to stay in business beyond the life
spans of their current leaders.

The allottees were not

oriented toward the future, wanting only maximum return in
the present. The actions of B.I.A. personnel may well seem --I-. h.-..-_
~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ . ~-t {~._.,_,
, \unimpressive from the perspective of the 1970s. But considering
the unique problems facing them, it is no wonder that the
development of forestry on the reservation was halting and
~

unc ertain,1 and the morale of~foresters was -#6&--:. low.

t~~

